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Cablevision commission
accepts new technology
Upon recommendation from
Murray Cablevision Manager Ken
Thomas, the Murray Cable Commission voted Monday to incorporate new "state-of-the-art
technology" in the system's expansion now under construction.
The new technology, "addressability,''is an upgrade on the
company's original proposal to
the city and offers many benefits
to subscribers, Cablevision
Manager Ken Thomas said.
The delivery schedule for the
new "state-of-the-art" equipment
will result in subscribers in Phase
I (see chart) of Cablevision's construction areas being served in
January, rather than the original
December schedule. The new
technology will require changes in
the system's electronic "headend" facility as well as channel
selector untis for subscribers'
homes.
"As originally scheduled, all
Murray homes will be able to
receive the new expanded service
by April 1984," Thomas told the
commission.
Each phase will receive the new

33-plus access channel system (54channel maximum 'capability)
upon completion of construction in
that area.
In requesting approval for
changing to the addressable
technology, Thomas cited
subscriber and system benefits:
• Favorite channel selection —
The new addressable channel
selector will enable subscribers to
key in favorite channels for quick
selection.
• Parental control — Parents
will be able to key in their own
private code to restrict children's
viewing when they are not at
home.
• Wireless remote control —
Subscribers will be able to change
channels and turn the TV on and
off without getting out of a chair.
• Programming changes —
Cablevision will be able to change
premium services for subscribers
from the office — without a service call to subscribers' homes.
Changes will be faster and will not
inconveniently require
subscribers to be at home.
• Pay-per-view capability —

When pay-per-view events, such
as boxing matches, are available,
the Cablevision system will be
capable of carrying the programming.
• Better billing — When the addressable system is connected to a
billing service, billing is more accurate and up-to-date.
• Simplicity — While the new
computerized technology offers
many special features, it's easy to
use.
"Just as we had planned
before," Thomas said,"we will be
demonstrating the channel selector and all of the system's options
to our subscribers. We plan to
open a Cable Store from January
through the completion of construction where subscribers will
be invited to come in, sign up for a
new service, pick up their new
channel selector and view
demonstrations on using the
equipment."
Thomas added several advertisements announcing when and
where subscribers should sign up
will be published. There also will
be several mail-outs sent to
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While the movie was alarming
enough, Billington stated he was
further alarmed when he learned
in comments televised after the
movie that the actual outcome of
nuclear war will be much worse
that depicted on the screen.
Lynn Poston, a junior at Murray
State University, said she had
heard that several people were
upset by the movie but said that
she was not at all surprised at
what was shown.
"I have learned so much about
nuclear war in school that I was
not at all surprised or upset about
the movie," she said.
Roy Mitchell, also of Murray,
was not surprised and felt that

"The Day After" was a "great
movie."
"It really makes me realize how
close we are to the big one," he
said, referring to a nuclear war.
"I am definitely against nuclear
weapons but we have to have them
to make sure they aren't used
against us," he added.
Eddie Watson, Shelbyville,
Tenn., was in Murray Tuesday
and commented on the movie.
"I don't think it was a true portrayal of the actual outcome. It
will be worse if it happens," he
said.
Watson's military service has
exposed him to actual films of
nuclear bomb tests and he says
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subscribers and those not responding to mail-outs will be called
upon by door-to-door cablevision
representatives.
The commission praised
Thomas for his work, enabling
such equipment to be included in
the local cablevision package.
There have been 58 miles of
strand,support for aerial cable,38

Today increasing cloudiness,
breezy and warm with a 30 percent chance of showers. Highs
in the low 70s. South winds 15 to
25 mph. Tonight mostly cloudy
with an 80 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Lows in the low
60s. South winds 10 to 15 mph.
Wednesday mostly cloudy with
a 50 percent chance of showers.
Cooler with highs in the mid
60s. Southwest winds 15 to 20
mph. Thanksgiving Day mostly
cloudy and cooler.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
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Kentucky Lake
354.6
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that, even though the movie was
very graphic, it still did not reveal
the true picture.
City Clerk Jo Crass said "I was
not nearly as impressed with the
movie as I was with the film I saw
when we bombed Japan, which I
remember vividly." Having viewed that film, Crass was not shocked by the movie but added that "I
hope I would be killed" and not
left a survivor in the wake of
nuclear disaster.
Elaine Paschall, an employee in
the office of County Attorney Max
Parka, said she believes there
will not be as many survivors as
the movie indicated. She also did
(Continued on Page 2)

West German Parliament discusses U.S. missiles

ad.

By SUSAN SMITH
Associated Press Writer
BONN, West Germany (AP) —
Riot police ringed the government
district today as Parliament conyened for a climactic debate and
vote on whether West Germany
will proceed with deployment of
new U.S. nuclear missiles.
Clusters of anti -missile

demonstrators gathered behind
steel barriers manned by hundreds of police 200 yards from the
Parliament building when the
debate resumed this morning:
Defense Minister Manfred
Woerner opened the session with a
strong endorsement of the planned NATO deployment.
"Who wanted these weapons? It

was not the Americans. It was the
Europeans," he declared.
The rrr4u,b11approval of the
NATO deployment is likely to
anger the Soviet Union, but a
Reagan administration officidl
said nine Pershing 2 missiles will
be readied for shipment to West
Germany after Parliament
finishes debate and votes.

The missile plan is expected to
win endorsement because
Chancellor Helmut Kohl's conservatives, who support it, have a 58seat majority. Kohl agreed to a
debate on medium-range missiles
because of public pressure.
The debate began Monday, and
riot police fired jets of water laced
(Continued on Page 2
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Most agree the actual'day after' will be worse
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
Seeing the destruction and horror of nuclear war as presented in
ABC's "The Day After" has
drawn varied reactions from local
individuals who watched the
movie Sunday evening. But most
agree on two aspects — the actual
event of nuclear war will be worse
and that everything in our power
should be done to prevent such an
occurrence.
"The first thing I thought was
'heaven forbid if it ever happens," said Murray businessman
Bob Billington, who added he felt
the movie was "quiet eye-opening
and revealing."
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Community
holiday
service set
Thursday

r

breezy and warm

If you want it, you can get it.
We're not Lexington or Louisville,
but for a town our size, we do have
a problem. We need to get a handle on it before it ipts out of control."
Joy Waldrop, elementary
guidance counselor for Calloway
County schools, felt that the main
benefit from the meetings was bringing youths and adults together
in the realization that there is a
problem. "About 20 or 30 people
signed up for the permanent task
force, and that's good to see," she
said. "It was also nice to see the
two schools and service organizations working together." Waldrop
said there has been a suggestion
made to form a resource group
composed of various professionals
to work in conjunction with the
task force.
Bill Wells, Murray High principal, said that the meeting made
people in the community more
aware of what the nature often
chemical abuse problem is. "If we
have one (child abusing alcohol or
drugs) it's a problem. Unfortunately, we have more than
one. But the more aware parents
are, the less of a problem it will
be," he said. "The cooperation
between parents and schools will
help the students. That's always
been the case, whether it be 'The
Chemical People'or grades."

-
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Permanent task force develops
from two community meetings
As a result of the Kentucky War
War on Drugs,a task force formed
on Drugs'"Chemical People" proby Gov. John Y. Brown to address
gram and related meetings that
the problem on substance abuse
were held in Murray earlier this
among school students. According
month, a permanent task force is
to a Kentucky Department of
being formed to examine the proEducation study, drug and ilcohol
blem of chemical substance abuse
abuse were identified as the
in Murray and Calloway County.
number one reason for expulsion
of high school students. A survey
Nancy Lovett, community
of the Commonwealth's junior and
chairperson and assistant to the
high school students found that 33
superintendent and director of
percent
admitted to using alcohol
curriculum for the Calloway
and 12.5 percent admitted using
County school district, said that
marijuana prior to the survey.
the task force will look at the local
nature of the drug and alcohol proKathy Broach, a juvenile probablem in the schools. "We need a tion officer and member of the
permanent task force on how to
planning task force, said that the
substance abuse problem among
deal with the problem," she said.
school-age students in Murray is
Meetings were held Nov. 2 and 9
not a large problem, but,
at Calloway County Middle School
nonetheless, is a problem. "There
and Murray High School, respecis a lot of abuse," she said, "not
tively. The meetings consisted of a
addicts, but frequent users. It's an
viewing of "The Chemical Peoaccepted thing." Broach said that
ple," a program dealing with drug
about 50 precent of the high
and alcohol abuse, followed by a
schoolers and possibly as high as
panel discussion with various
60 or 70 percent are drinking or
segments of the community
abusing some sort of drugs.
represented. Lovett said that
meetings drew approximately 300
"The problem exists partially
people,some of which volunteered
because there is a lack of other
to serve on the permanent task things to do," she said. "Peer
force on drug and alcohol abuse in pressure is also more tremendous
Calloway County.
than it was 10 years ago."
"The Chemical People" KET
Larry Nixon, a deputy with the
broadcasts and town meetings are
Calloway County Sheriff's Office,
being held statewide. They are an
agreed. "It's more a problem than
effort on the part of the Kentucky it is a crisis," he said. "It's there.

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY
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miles of aerial cable and three
miles of underground cable
( where there are no power poles)
put into place, Thomas said.
Workers have spliced, or put in
signal and power, to 28 miles of
cable. There have been three
miles of cable activated.
A second recommendation from
(Continued on Page 2)

The annual community wide
Thanksgiving service will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. at the First
Christian Church.
Dr. Greg Earwoocl, pastor of
First Baptist Church, will be the
speaker.
Milton Gresham, minister of
music of Memorial Baptist
Church, will direct the music.
Organist will be Maxine Clark
who is organist for First Christian
Church.
The Rev. Richard Carruth,
minister of evangelism of First
United Methodist Church, also
will have a part in the service.
An offering will be received to
go to the fund to assist transients
in need which provides emergency aid for persons traveling in the
community.
This annual service is sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association. The
public is invited to attend, according to Dr. Jerrell White,
president of the MCCMA.

City school board
members hear state
task force report
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
systems, diversified offerings,
Staff Writer
small pupil-teacher ratios and
Members of the Murray In- community support.
dependent School Board of EducaThe task force is supporting the
tion today heard a report on the idea that education involves the
progress of a state task force en- entire community and that
"a
titled Kentuckians for Academic community gets exactly the type
Excellence.
of school they ask for," Ryan
Mary Ryan, a teacher at Mur- reports.
ray Middle School who serves on
She said that the task force
the task force formed by the Ken- believes that, although funding
is
tucky Chamber of Commerce, in- important, it is not directly
formed the board that, so far, related to the quality of educatio
n
recommendations concern the for- provided.
mation and appointments of the
Ryan concluded her report by
state board of education, the posi- commending the local board of
tion of the state superintendent of education and the community as a
public instruction and the responwhole on support for and advancesibilities of local school
ment of education in the Murray
superintendents and principals.
school system.
Recommendations concerning
"Our school system is way
the role of the local board of ahead of some of these recommeneducation are expected to develop
dations," she stated.
from further meetings, Ryan said.
The task force is made up of 27
On the subject of the state board
individuals including accountants,
of education, the members of the
past college presidents, attorneys,
task force feel that the duties of banking officials, educators, adthe board should be specifically
ministrators, senators and
outlined by state law and that representatives.
members should be appointed by
The next meeting of the task
the governor and confirmed by the force will be Jan. 8 in Frankfort,
state Senate. Terms should be according to Ryan.
lengthened to six years and a
In other action, Superintendent
member allowed to serve two
Robert Glin Jeffrey reported that
terms, according to the recom- progress has been made on
a
mendations. Staggered terms for recommendation of the recent
members on the state board are curriculum study of the system.
favored, as is the outlining, by
The recommendation encouraglaw, minimum qualification of ed cooperation between the city
members.
schools and Murray State UniverThe state board of education sity. Several meetings between
should become responsible for ap- school and university officials
pointing the state superintendent have been held. From these
of public instruction for a five- meetings, a list of needs and
year term. The board, according
resources of the Murray Indepento task force recommendations, dent School System has been forshould determine the qualifica- mulated and presented to univertions and level of compensation sity officials.
for the superintendent of public inThe board also:
struction. It is also the feeling of
•Was informed that the general
the members of the task force that budget and working budget for the
the state superintendent of public corning year has been approved
instruction be a voting member of by the state board of education.
the state council on higher educa*Heard a report that MRS Printion, Ryan said.
cipal Bill Wells has begun a
Focusing on local school teacher exchange program with
superintendents, the task force Paducah Tilghman High School.
recommends standardized ex•Was informed that the audit for
amination prior to certification fiscal year 1982-83 has been apfollowed by further testing each
proved.
five years. Ryan also reported
•Granted authority to Jeffrey to
that the task force supports an in- explore the possibility of employternship period prior to certifying ing an additional assistant to help
a local superintendent and requir- with transportation of
ing specified amounts of in- cheerleaders on out-of-town trips
service from the superintendent.
for this year.
Ryan stressed that the task
•Approved Deborah Puckett,
force feels that each school prin- Route 5, as a substitute teacher.
cipal "should be the instructional
*Approved payment of a $2,724 •
leader of the school" and suggests bill from Robert Shaw for the ser-that some of the duties of prin- ----vim contract on temperature concipals be delegated to other trol systems at the vocational
employees to free the principal for school and high school.
his or her primary role as leader.
*Was informed that the MHS
Other suggestions from the task
Athletic Boosters are assisting
force support multi-level diploma
( Continued on Page 2)
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Theatre offers children's story
as Christmas season production
Kenneth Grahame's classic
children's fantasy "The Wind in
the Willows" is being offered as
Playhouse in the Park's
Christmas season production.
The play, which opens Dec. 8
and plays the Dec. 9 and 10 and 1517, is the story of life and adventure along the riverbank and
features a cast of delightful
animal chatacters.
Grahame published the famous
fantasy in 1908. He discribed
himself as a "Mid-Victorian"
caught between the industrial
revolution and the more gentle
English agricultural society. Being a member of the Bank of
England at the time, he found that
he had to work within the constraints of industrialization, but
inwardly rebelled in favor of the
simpler virtues of country life.
Like Lewis Carroll, he found relief
in the world of children, and in the
ideals expressed through the
animal fantasy.
The production at Playhoue in
the Park is a adaptation of the

Grahame classic written by
Moses Goldberg of the Louisville
Children's Theatre. The cast consists of young people from ages 9
to 16.
Theatre Director Hal Park
stated that, -It is important to us
as a theatre to bring the great
classics of literature to life on
stage for the use and enlightenment of the citizens of our area. It
is also important, we feel, to allow
young people the opportuntiy to
deal with artistic concepts in
plays that especially relate to
them."
Park went on to add that his production has added several
creative twists that were not
originally called for in the script.
"We've made the wind a
character in our play, for example, and my choreographer/assistant director Nancy Nerney,
is adding the very special element
of ballet to our production."
While the play is performed by
children, Park made special mention that the program could be en-

joyed by all ages. "We've given
this show as much attention and
committment as any we've produced this season. I'm working
with some marvelous designers
for this show and we all intend to
make it a memorable experience."
Listed as creative staff for the
production were: Nancy Z.
Nerney as choreographer/assistant director; Steve Hamm
of Rickman-Norsworthy Lumber
as set designer; Kimberly Owens
as costume designer; Jennifer
Butterbaugh as make-up and
stylist; and Linda Pierce of MSU
Printing Services as scenic artist.
The cast includes Melissa Clement, Christy Watson, Scottie
Rice, Matthew and Daniel Cohen,
Mary Frances McCullar, Jason
Woods, Traci Elkins, Steve Robbins, Lori Beth McCullar, Laura
Lawson, Russ McCutcheon,
Theresa English, Kaylin
Haverstock,and Eric Roberts.
For reservation information
please call the theatre at 759-1752.

Drought hurts Kentucky marijuana
harvest but crop remains big business

S.

Police said they found 176,228 marijuana is selling for about
marijuana plants in 1983, about 45 $2,000 a pound, he said.
State and federal authorities
percent below last year's total of
319,221. The number of plots, have teamed up on efforts to
however, rose from 214 to 515, they eliminate cultivation of pot and
the DEA gave state police $167,000
said.
By planting smaller fields, in 1983, most of which went to pay
growers are attempting to avoid overtime accumulated by state
detection and improve quality, police.
The best weapon in the battle
said state police Sgt. Jay Hancock, who works within the agen- would be helicopters, state police
said, explaining that the craft
cy's drug unit.
"We ran into situations where would make it easier for officers
you'd have a dummy field to get to spot fields from the air. State
you to stop looking and they'd police would like enough money,
have a bigger field somehere about $900,000, to buy two
helicopters.
else," Hancock said.
Using helicopters paid off this
Growers also face tougher
penalties for growing larger plots, year in Tennessee, where
authorities noted. A new state law authorities located about 55 permakes cultivation of more than 25 cent of the state's crop, said Maxplants a felony punishable by one ie Gilliland, chief drug agent for
to five years in prison. Previously, the Tennessee Bureau of Incultivation of any number of vestigation.
plants was a misdemeanor
punishable-by up to 90 days in jail.
State police arrested 164 people
for pot cultivation this year,
almost double last year's total of
83.
The pot found this year was
Boy Scouts 13, 45, and 77 will
stunted by the summer's drought, hold an old newspaper drive on
said state police Detective Mike Saturday, Nov. 26. This is both a
Bandy, who added, "I haven't fund-raising and conservation acfound much good pot this year."
tivity for the troops, according to
Because of the poor crop, the Chris Drew, Senior Patrol Leader
price is expected to go up, said of Troop 77.
Kelly Snyder, chief Kentucky
"Conservation plays a big role
agent for the federal Drug En- in the scouting program and is a
forcement Agency. High-quality
vital part of the Outdoor Code,
which is the scouting attitude
toward nature and the out-ofdoors," Drew said. "The collection
of papers helps scouts and the
COLUMBUS, Ga. ( AP) — A $6 taking the drug for arthritis.
public
to be more aware of saving
several
the
first
of
The
suit,
million award for a man who
natural resources."
nation's
our
blamed his mother's death on the against the company to go to trial,
have papers should
Persons
who
Lilly
failed
to
report
also
claimed
anti-arthritis drug Oraflex was
call 753-3824 or 653-2553, and give
smaller than expected, but "we overseas deaths linked to the drug
before it was approved April 19, their name, address, and location
made our point," his attorney
of the papers. Only newspapers
1982, for use in this country.
says.
can be collected, no magazines or
Edgar G. Davis, vice president
booklets, Drew said.
Clarence Borom of Waverly for corporate affairs for the
"It would help the scouts if the
Hall, Ga., had sought $100 million Indianapolis-based firm, said
were tied in 18-inch high
papers
verdict
Monday
that
the
after
the
and
Co.
Lilly
from
Eli
in damages
however loose papers
bundles,
for wrongful death. His mother company was "taking steps imaccepted."
still
be
will
appeal."
to
file
an
mediately
after
month
died last year, one

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Although the summer drought
took its toll on most crops, Kentucky remains one the nation's
leading producers of marijuana,
state police say.
At the same time, growers are
turning to smaller plots to avoid
detection and reduce the risk of a
prison term if they are caught,
police say.
No one knows the exact amount
of marijuana grown in Kentucky.
However,former Gov. Julian Carroll, chairman of Kentucky War
on Drugs Inc., said recently that
state police confiscated $258
million worth of marijuana this
year, which he said represented
about 25 percent of the estimated
total crop.
If his assessment is accurate,
Kentucky's pot crop would be
worth about $1 billion, making the
illegal weed the state's most
lucrative cash crop, just ahead of
burley tobacco.
The National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws, a
lobbying organization that wants
the government to abolish
penalties for pot use and cultivation, estimates Kentucky's 1983
crop is worth about $600 million,
up $50 million from last year.
Under NORML's ratings,
California was the leading
marijuana-producing state,
followed by Hawaii then Oregon
and Kentucky.

Local scouts to hold
old newspaper drive

Man wins $6 million in arthritis drug case

MICROWAVE SALE

2 DAYS ONLY

Friday, Nov. 2581 Saturday, Nov. 26
These Prices Will Never Be This Low Again
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HANDY DATA - Paul Naberezny of the MSU Counseling and Testing Center assists student Nicole Thomas
as she uses the center's new computerized career planning system. The system has been utilized by a steady
stream of students since being installed at the first of the month.
Staff photo by Charles Honey

Computer assists university
students with career decisions
The center received the comBy CHARLES HONEY
puter system in October, after stuStaff Writer
dying several systems over the
Murray State is calling on the
past few years. The ACT system
computer to help its students seemed the best for combining an
decide what careers or further assessment of students' interests,
education to pursue after gradua- abilities and values with careertion.
search data, according to AlbritSince the beginning of ten.
November, MSU students have
The program enables students
been using a new computer to clarify their interests and
system at the Counseling and
abilities; suggests career areas
Testing Center to help identify based on several criteria; protheir post-graduate goals. Much vides information on specific
quicker and less tedious than the careers; and identifies educapaper-and-pencil process former- tional institutions that can further
ly used, the "Discover" career students' career goals.
planning system has been going
Students first learn more about
eight hours a day with back-to- themselves through the selfback students, according to center assessment program, to
find out if
Director Bill Albritten.
they're in the right program and
The system, which consists of a
what careers they may want to
program provided by the ACT
pursue based on their interests,
Corp. on an IBM computer, has
values and abilities. Then, using
gotten a good response because it various criteria such as interest,
is entertaining and students can
desired job characteristics or apget the particular information titude, students can search for octhey want, Albritten explained. In- cupational possibilities.
stead of wading through stanStudents have access to data on
dardized forms, students can go about 450 occupational areas,
right to the areas in which they're
which employ about 90 percent of
interested. And if they change the regional work force, said
their minds midway through the
Albritten. Students can "ask" the
process, they don't have to start computer questions about the
all over again but can simply call work tasks, salary range, employup another set of information on
ment opportunities and forecasts,
the screen, Albritten said.
and qualifications needed for each
of these work areas.
For the counseling and testing
If further study seems in order,
center, the system provides much
about 1,000 community colleges,
speedier transmission of data
1,000 graduate schools and 2,000
about the students and is more
cost-efficient in the long run, four-year schools are listed, complete with information on their
Albritten said.
He added, however, "We're by costs, majors, and academics.
no means just putting the student These too can be searched based
on this (computer) and replacing on several criteria such as size of
contact with the counselor." school, geographical region or
programs offered.
Students are still interviewed and
One of the system's biggest adcounseled, and the placement service provides more specific job in- vantages over the old paper-andpencil method is that students can
formation.

Missiles...
(Continued from Page 1) the Pershings arrive in West Gerwith tear gas at hundreds of anti- many. From the new bases, the
nuclear activists protesting out- missiles could reach Soviet terside the Parliament building. At ritory in a few minutes.
"We are not wanderers between
least 180 people were arrested, but
East and West," Kohl said Mononly one injury was reported.
Kohl said some of the new day. "Between democracy and
weapons would be operational in dictatorship there is no middle
West Germany by the end of the road. We stand on the side of
year unless U.S. and Soviet freedom."
He said the Soviet Union must
negotiators in Geneva,
Switzerland, break their not be allowed "to intimidate
Western Europeans, to limit our
deadlock.
The Soviets have threatend to political freedom of action and to
abandon the Geneva talks if any of separate us from the U.S.A."

Murray board...
VMagic Chef.
Cooks by time or temperature
even when you're not at home

$389

a

''Magic Chef.
Cooks to exact temperature, then keeps
load warm Intel your.ready to eat

$369

Gives you a variety of heat levels
and exact temperature cooking

Mode Jr2013

'Magic Chef.
Saves valuable counterspace

$239 & up
Now on Sale!

$199
ELECTRONIC
TOUCH

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY'
ON THIS GE MICROWAVE
WITH ELECTRONIC
TOUCH CONTROLS

$329

Register For A Free Mggic Chef
Counter Saver Microwave — $699 Value
Free Country Him for each $250 Microwave
Purchase
AJA.4 P.M.
Sot. AM.-S P.M.

Hwy 641 N.
Murray

WEST KENTUCKY
A PP :A NC E

753-4478

consider different possibilities as
they're using the program, Albritten said. For instance, a student
looking at career possiblities based on a master's degree could
change the criterion to a
bachelor's degree.
Students can also store the information for use another time,
and can have the results printed
out.
The program isn't difficult to
operate and can be completed in
less than half an hour. Moreover,
the information is instantly
available to both student and
counselor. Under the old system,
it took two weeks to send the selfassessment form to Minneapolis
for scoring and then get it back.
The old testing system cost a little more than $2,000 a year, plus
another $1,000 a year for updated
reference materials. The IBM
computer itself cost slightly more
than $6,000 and the ACT program
costs $750 a year, according to
Albritten. The efficiency of the
new system saves about half a
full-time position, or $8,000 to
$9,000, in staff time, he said.
Morehead, Jefferson Community Colleges and St. Xavier High
School in Louisville also use the
ACT system, while the University
of Louisville uses a similar one.
Albritten said the center hopes
to obtain a program for next year
that will provide job availability
information for employment in
the MSU service area. The center
also hopes to make the service
available to high school students
in the late afternoons or evenings.
Evening hours are being considered for spring semester.
For now,the system is available
to both students and faculty at
MSU. Persons wishing to use it
should make appointments
beforehand.

meeting during December.
'Requested that Jeffrey conduct
an evaluation of school principals
and the administrative staff. The
instrument to be used for evaluation will be presented to the board
prior to the actual evaluations,
Jeffrey said.
'Authorized financial
assistance to the MHS scholastic
team if necessary.
*Heard a letter from Doralyn
Lanier, curriculum director,
withdrawing her request for the
board's support in attending a national conference in New York.
(Continued from Page 1) Following the request at an
Thomas, to amend the chanhel earlier meeting, board members
line-up to allow program services encourged efforts to limit the $838
to be placed according to cor- cost for Lanier to attend the conresponding cable channel ference of the Association for
Supervisors in Curriculum
numbers, was approved.
Development in March. Larry
"If some people didn't have a
channel card and were not Finkel, president of AWD,had refamiliar with the lineup, they may qurested Lanier attend and make
not find their programs," Thomas a presentation concerning the involvement of a community in a
said. "This would be easier for
small school distlict.
subscribers."

(Continued from Page 1)
with tonight's soccer banquet.
*Heard a report that board attorney Don Overbey has checked
the status of the utility tax proceedings. Overbey informed in a
letter that the state court of appeals will take up the matter in
February.
*Voted to have one board

Cable...

West Germany is to receive 204
of the nuclear missiles that the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization has decided to install in
Western Europe starting next
month to counter hundreds of
Soviet multiple-warhead SS-20s
already deployed and pointed at
Western Europe.

)

Movie...
(Continued from Page 1)
not think the movie was realistic
when survivors were allowed to
leave shelters as soon as they did.
Murray Police Officer Rick
Latimer said "The Day After"
reinforces his idea that the U.S.
must "keep up to par" in nuclear
weapon production.
"If we have less force, what will
keep them from bombing us? If
they lessen their nuclear power, I
feel we should do the same. But if
we cut back they will walk over
us," Latimer stated.
Murray Police Chief Paul Jerry
Lee says he agrees with some of
the thoughts that the threat of
nuclear war is political and suggests we can gaurd against this by
"being careful who we choose as
our leaders.
He agreed with Latimer on the
importance of a balance of power
and also agree that there would
probably be few survivors than
depicted on the screen.
He added that it is not surprising that the nations of the world
are in conflict because "in our
society it is difficult for two individuals to agree and compromise on issues."
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A brilliant maybe

perspective

Mirrray Ledger & Times

garroWs galley

by m.c. gorrott

For death takes toll
Of beauty, courage, youth,
Ofall, but truth
John Masefield,
"Philip the King"
Would John F. Kennedy have avoided the major
war in Vietnam that was without victory and
without apparent end that so embittered a generation of Americans and ushered in an era of U.S.
decline and appeasement? Could he have averted
the struggle between the races, sexes, and generations that ravaged the country during the 1960s?
Would another Kennedy term have redeemed us
from our time of troubles?
We think so. But,of course, we'll never know.
What we do know is that the assassination of
President John Kennedy in the noontime of his life
and in the noontime of that day in Dallas, Nov. 22,
1963, ushered in a time of travail in this country
without equal perhaps since the Civil War. The
United States began to come apart at the seams
and, it can be argued, did,not begin pulling itself
together until now.
There were the subsequent assassinations that
scarred the national soul: Malcolm X, Martin
Luther King Jr., and the president brother, Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy. There were the racial
disorders, buring cities, the tragedy of a hopeless
land war in Asia, anti-war disorders, public
demoralization with a corresponding escalation in
drug abuse and immorality of every kind. There
was the virtual abdication of President Lyndon B.
Johnson, the Watergate scandal and the resignation
of President Richard M. Nixon; the brief term of
President Gerald Ford, runaway inflation, and the
troubled one term of President Jimmy Carter.
All of these interlock developments flowed in a
large measure from the murder of John Kennedy 20
years ago.
The judgement of President Kennedy's 1,000 days
in office remains suspended and unclear with the
passage of time. Many Americans have found
solace in making this president greater in death
than he was in life. But the failures, the contradictions, and the unfulfilled promise have dimmed the
shining hour that has come to be known as
"Camelot." Mr. Kennedy at 43 was the. youngest
president ever elected and the handsomest. He was
witty, winsome, brilliant, elegant, a war hero, and
rich. His wife, the beauteous Jacqueline, possessed
a star quality that bowled over tha public both here
and abroad. The Kennedys in the White House projected to the world a U.S. image of glamour and a
youthful vigor. And few presidents in American
history had such an oratorical gift.
Despite these personal gifts, the Kennedy
presidency was largely characterized by disastrous
decisions and a series of crises. Only three months
after taking office, Mr. Kennedy authorized the in--vasion of Cuba by 1,400 Cuban refugees under CIA.
direction. The ignominious Bay of Pigs operation...,
was doomed after the president wavered and
withdrew necessary air support for it. Against this
bleak backdrop and against the advice of his senior
counselors, Mr. Kennedy met Nikita Khrushchev in
an ill-fated summit in Vienna only eight weeks
later. The Soviet leader interpreted him to be a
weak, vacillating, and unseasoned atagonist and
moved immediately thereafter to take over West
Berlin. Sixty days later, the Soviets threw up the
Berlin Wall - first barbed wire and then concrete.
Mr. Kennedy mobilized U.S. forces and rushed
40,000 additional troops to Europe.
Even when Mr. Kennedy invoked a naval
blockade in a breathtaking showdown over removing Soviet nuclear missies from Cuba in October
1962, he compromised his victory by agreeing never
to invade Cuba and to remove NATO missiles in
Turkey.
To bolster an image of firmness, Mr. Kennedy
made the fateful decision in 1962-63 to resist Communist aggression against South Vietnam. He initiated the tragic war in Vietnam by increasing U.S.
"advisers" to more than 16,000 - some of whom
were then already engaged in active combat. His
administration schemed with South Vietnam President Nego Dinh Diem,who was killed in the coup.
And Mr. Kennedy could not have been without
knowledge of repeated CIA conspiracies to
assassinate Cuban leader Fidel Castro.
The long litany of Kennedy failures and misjudgements must include inability to obtain any
major legislation from a generally hostile Congress. But there was one shining success that gave
the Kennedy administration drive and direction
lacking in subsequent presidencies. He ignited
public support for a vastly expanded U.S. space program that led to the landing of Americans on the
moon.
Had he lived, President Kennedy would undoubtedly have been re-elected and would have continued the marked growth he demonstrated during
his brief term. In that event, the following U.S.
years would have been altogether differant, and, we
are convinced, much better than they were. As a
French diplomat said of John Kenndy at the time of
his assassination. He was a "brilliant maybe."
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Nov. 22, 1963, the day the torch was passed
has sad,indelible memories for us all
This is a day of remembering.
Where were you and what were you
doing shortly after noon on this day
20 years ago — on November 22, 1963
— when the news flashed around the
world that our youngest President,
John Fitzgerald Kennedy, had been
assassinated in Dallas, Texas?
If your name is Kathy Hodge and
you are the director of public relations at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, you were in the seventh
grade at the Marion, Ky.,elementary
school and were enjoying your lunch
hour break from your books on a sunny, balmy Friday afternoon.
If you are Dr. John C. Quertermous, you were on the first tee at the
Murray Country Club getting ready
to play a round of golf when Bill Fandrich came out of the pro shop to tell
you that the President had been shot.
If your name is Mac Fitts, you
were driving a concrete mixer truck,
had just driven into the block plant
grounds on the east side of town and
had gone to the office to get your next
order when Jack Dodd told you the
tragic news.
If you are Howard Giles, you were
teaching ag economics at the University of Florida at Gainesville and
were walking across the campus. when someone told you of the events •
in Dallas.
• • •
If your name is Cecil Farris, you
were out in the county on the other
side of Kirksey trying to convince
tobacco farmers that they should bring their leaf to your floor to sell. You
had walked into a barn where a man
by the name of Butler had a radio and
told you of the shooting.

If you are Jerry Grogan, you were
bird hunting on the State Line Road
between Hazel and Crossland with
Dickie George (a brother of Jennifer
Crouch), Jimmy Rose and another
friend. When you returned to your
car before moving on to another
farm, you heard about it when you
turned on the car's radio. It also was
your mother's birthday.
If you were Hollis Roberts, you
were reading the newspaper in the
living room of your North 4th Street
home when the late Porter Farley
called to tell you about Mr. Kennedy
being shot. He had heard it on the
radio.
If you were Allen Rose you had
gone home for a few minutes after
you and Doris had taken her mother
to lunch in observing her birthday
and heard it on the radio. Everybody
knew about it when you returned to
your job at the Bank of Murray.
If your name is Solon Hale, you
were a lieutenant commander in the
Navy but on duty with the Military
Air Transport Service (MATS) at
Scott Air Force Base at Belleville,
when you heard and first couldn't
believe the news.
• • •
But if you were a middle-aged
advertising and sales promotion man
with the world's largest manufacturer of livestock and poultry feed,
the Ralston Purina Company, as I
was, you were at work behind the
scenes at a dealer convention in the
Embassy Room of the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles, Calif.
In fact, when a fellow worker, Don
Van Scoyk, whispered the news in my
ear, we were standing in the short

corridor connecting the ballroom
with the kitchen and which the President's brother, Robert, was to be shot
to death three or four years later.
We had about 250 of the company's
top dealers from the western half of
the United States and their wives
there for a meeting of what we called
the "President's Honor Council."
Membership on the council was the
highest honor a Purina dealer could
obtain, and one earned it by selling
more tons of feed during the previous
year than any other dealers in his
area.
Each one would be called to the
stage to stand in a spotlighted circle
while an off-stage narrator recounted
his growth record and accomplishments of the year before.
• • •
Each received a silver award in addition to a plaque and personal congratulations from some of the company's top executives, including the
chairman of the board, Raymond E.
Rowland, one of the finest men I have
ever known.
Mr. Rowland's job was to present
the silver, and from a place in the
"wings" of the inprovised stage,
mine was to hand the next silver
award to him when he put his hand
behind his back.
Dallas was about two hours ahead
of the LA. time, and it was about
10:30 a.m. when Don, having sneaked
outside for a few puffs on his beloved
pipe, heard the President had been
shot and rushed back-stage to
whisper the news to me.
Then, as I handed Mr. Rowland the
next piece of silver, I whispered the
news to him. "You've got to be kid-

ding!" he said out of the corner of his
mouth. "No, sir, I'm not," I said.
"It's on TV."
Thirty minutes or so later, the
ceremonies were over, and the news
announced from the stage. That was
it for the day as everyone, including
the 32 Texans in our group, rushed to
the nearest television sets.
• • •
The hotel management, I recall,
reacted immediately to the news as
television sets quickly appeared in a
dozen or so locations in the lobby as
well as along its main floor corridors.
There seemed to be all of a sudden
in every nook and cranny in the hotel
with shocked and disbelieving people
huddled around it.
The rest of the day and well into the
night we listened to the funeral music
and followed the developments in
Dallas, on Air Force One as Lyndon
Johnson was sworn in as President
and as the plane returned to
Washington with the President's
body.
Three days later, on Monday, Nov.
25, 1963, the day of Mr. Kennedy's
funeral, I watched the ceremonies on
television, alone in a motel room at
the San Francisco airport while
waiting for a flight to Portland, Ore.
It was early in the morning, San
Francisco being three hours behind
Washington time, I remember that
as I do the tears flowing unashamedly down my cheeks. The President
had been so full of life. He had such a
beautiful family, and he was doing a
great job. Then suddenly he was
gone.
Yes, this has been a day of
remembering.

capitol ideas
by tom raum

looking back
Ten years ago
Paschall Truck Lines provided the
first twin-trailer service in Murray to
the new Fisher-Price Toy Plant for a
shipment to East Aurora, N.Y., according to Tony Waller, manager of
Paschall Truck Lines.
A feature on the organization of the
First Presbyterian Church on Nov. 1,
1931 is published. The story was written by Helen G.Kline.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs.Steve Lyons on Nov. 15.
Mrs. Jane Wells, an assistant professor in the Department of Management, Murray State University, has
been awarded a doctoral degree by
Indiana University of Bloomington.
Miss Evelyn Bradley talkbd about
"Counseling" at a meeting of the
Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. She was introduced
by Miss Clara Eagle, program chairman.
Twenty years ago '
President John F. Kennedy was
killed today in Dallas, Texas. Mass
for the slain president will be said at
7 p.m. tomorrow at St. Leo's Catholic
Church, Murray.
George H. Catlett, Signalman
Third Class, USN, son of George
Catlett, _Kurray, is serving aboard
the -dock landing ship, USS Catamount, which recently completed
two weeks of amphibious exercises
near San Diego, Calif.
About 600 persons attended the

symposium, "A Day With Bob
Thomas," for its two sessions on Nov.
20 at Murray Woman's Club House.
The event was sponsored by Nature's
Palette Garden Club.
One sucker tobacco sales will begin
in Murray on Dec. 13, according to
Holmes Ellis, general manager,
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Del Douglas on Nov. 7.
A community Thanksgiving service will be at First Christian Church
with the Rev. T.A. Thacker as worship leader.
Thirty years ago
As the nation observed the installation of its 50,000,000th telephone, a
total of 3,312 telephones were in sermice in Murray, according to 011ie
Brown,local manager.
Billy J. Crass, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey D. Crass, Murray, recently
was promoted to Cadet 2nd U. in the
Ordnance Corps Branch of Army
ROTC Unit at Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, Ga., where he
is a student in architecture.
Kenneth Woriunan,4son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Workman, is a student at
the University of Cincinnati,eincin.nati, Ohio.
Mrs. A.F. Doran reviewed the
book, The Lady of Arlington, a novel
based on the life of Mrs. Robert E.
Lee by Harnett Kane,at a meeting of
the J.N. Williams Chapter of the

United Daughters of the Confederacy
at the home of Mrs. E.W. Riley.
The Rev. Ralph McConnell is
pastor of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
In our day poets are little attracted
by political changes,even apparently
revolutionary ones. Such was not the
case for most of the last two centuries. William Wordsworth, famous
English Romantic poet living in
France in 1789, described his feelings
during the early days of the French
Revolution in these often-quoted
lines:
Bliss was it in that dawn to be
alive, But to be young was very
heaven!
Something — maybe it was television or automatic weapons — has
taken the bliss out of our politics.
• • •
A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of 'Thoughts
in Season' a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
available at Readmore, the
Bookmark and the University Store,
located in the Curris Center. Proceeds from the sale will be donated to
the Need Line Association and
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Guns are
strongly discouraged in the Capitol,
both for visitors and members of
ongress, but a Congressional Record
misprint gave Sen. James McClure a
less-than-cordial idea for settling
future scores in Senate debates.
It began when McClure, the Idaho
Republican who is chairman of the
Senate Energy Committee, tried to
prod the Senate toward a vote on an
endlessly debated natural gas
deregulation bill.
"It may well be that what we need
to do, all of us, is to retire to the
cloakroom with our shirt sleeves up
and our pencils out and see what we
can do," he told the Senate.
When the Congressional Record
came out the next day, the transcript
of the debate showed McClure urging
members to retire to the cloakroom
with "pistols out."
McClure called the Senate's attention to the misprint but said he was
having second thoughts about ordering a correction.
"Maybe this version is for the better," McClure said. "For many of us
who have labored for the cause of
natural gas decontrol have occasionally felt that the use of firearms
may be the only way to bring about a
quick resolution of this matter."
"For those who still retain the
thought of obstructing this measure,
I would remind them that the
cloakroom is only ten paces away,"
McClure jested.
• • •
Each day the House is in session,
the Democratic leadership prepares
a tape recording to inform telephone
callers about what bills are on the
agenda.
The congressional staff member
whose voice is heard on the tape must
have been in a whimsical mood last
Friday — the final day of the 1983 session — when, in addition to listing
major upcoming bills, he gave this
characterization of minor ones:
"Cats and dogs may be called up at
any time."
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Coming events

Taylor and Vancil wedding planned

Tuesday, Nov. 22
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will meet at 7
p.m. at Legion Hall. Note
change in date.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Taylor of Paducah announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Terri Lynn, to
Douglas Wayne Vancil,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Orval
Vancil of Anna,Ill.
Miss Taylor is the
granddaughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. B.V.
Baldree of Melber and of
Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Taylor,Sr., of Paducah.
The bride-elect is a 1980
graduate of Lone Oak
High School. She will
graduate in the spring
with a Bachelor of Music
Degree in vocal performance from Murray
State University.
Mr. Vancil is the grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Frick of
Jonesboro, Ill., and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Vancil of Anna, Ill.
The groom-elect is a
1977 graduate of AnnaJonesboro Community
High School. He is a 1982
graduate of Murray State
University with a
Bachelor of Music Education degree. He is pursuing a Master of Church
Music Degree from the
Terri Lynn Taylor
Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
to marry Douglas Wayne Vancil
Louisville.
The wedding will be Lone Oak First Baptist the ceremony in the relatives are invited to atchurch fellowship hall.
tend the ceremony and
solemnized on Saturday, church, Paducah.
A reception will follow
All friends and the reception.
Dec. 31, at 1 Em. at the

Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Soccer banquet will be
at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
High School.
Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of Woodeien of
the World will meet at 7
p.m. at WOW Hall with
Linda Fain and Jean
Herndon as hostesses.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

QUILT WINNER - Janet Futrell, left in top picture, admires the seven-star quilt
she won in the recent promotion by the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens.
Meda Jackson, right, drew Mrs. Futrell's name at the bazaar at the Ellis Center.
In the bottom photo are three top sellers for tickets on the quilt promotion. They
are,from left, Lillie Farris, Thomas A hart and Lela Culp.
Staff photos by Jo Burkeen

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Wednesday, Nov. 23
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Thursday, Nov. 24
Community wide
Thanksgiving service will
be at 10 a.m. at First
Christian Church.

fr

Friday, Nov. 25
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Mothers Morning Out is
scheduled at 9 a.m. at
First Christian Church.

Miirray Ledger & Times

Newborns, dismissals listed by local hospital

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
Thanksgiving dinner Nov. 17, was 133 adults
potluck), churchwide, and eight in nursery.
Newborn admissions
will be at 6 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United were as follows:
Baby Boy Smith,
Methodist Church. An
auction will follow at 7 parents, Patty and Jeffrey, Box 2468, University
p.m.
Station;
Baby Girl Russell,
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will be mother, Annie, Rt. 1,
games at 8 p.m. and Paris, Tenn.
entertainment in lounge
Dismissals were as
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
follows:

CEMETERIES AND YOU
By
Charles B.
Bell
CEMETERY
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED
4.

Do you believe in cremation?
A. It doesn't matter what I believe, it's what a family
wants. I, like a lot of people, am not psychologically
attuned to the fact that a person is a body one day and ashes
in a box the next day. It really isn't fair to me to express it
that way because I firmly believe in a family having what
they wish. Statistically speaking over 10% of all people who
die in this country are cremated. This is due primarily to
the West Coast where a great number of people are
cremated. Of course. Great Britian, which is comprised of
England. Scotland and Wales is only about 700 miles long
and 300 miles wide. I think those figures are correct and I
think the population is around 38 million, so you see they
have very little room for burial. In fact. in ground burials
they put 6 caskets in one grave, one on top of the other.
They can put in another casket if the bottom one has been in
the ground for 10 years.
Since they aren't starting any cemeteries anymore,
cremation will become more popular but it will be some
time before it is accepted. We are used to accepted methods
of honoring our dead. Cremation is an acceptable method
but sometimes creates a bad psychological effect because
of the burning of a body.
What are the coats?
A. If you wish the body viewed, as most people do, then
the body is embalmed and laid out in a casket The body is
generally taken to Nashville and cremated. It is brought
back in some type of container. In larger cities, people
purchase urns (the receptacle for cremains and then
purchase a niche. This is the place where the urn is stored.
Niches are chambers in a wall which are generally part of a
mausoleum. It can be expensive or a family can dispose of
the cremains and not have an urn or a place for the urn.
They also can bury cremains SO that they not only are
disposed of, the grave can be marked some way. Most
people prefer to honor the cremains with some type of
marker.
Cremains is not necessarily cheaper although some day
it will probably be more practical. Social customs change
very slowly when it comes down to how we provide for the
remains of our loved ones.

Mrs. Edith E. Stowe,
Hindian Hills Village,
Hickman; Mrs. Deborah
J. Leach and baby boy,
215 Patterson St., Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Amy Russell
and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Paris, Tenn.; Eugene M.
Stratton, Hart Hall,
ICU; Miss Debra Lynn
Norman,Rt. 5, Benton;
Mrs. Karen E. Olson,
1701 Johnson Blvd.; Mrs.
SueA. Britt, Rt. 1, Farmington; Willie 0. Reed,
206 North Cherry St.;
Mrs. Jo Karen Rice, Rt.
1, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Dinah Foy Moore, Rt. 1,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Neala K.
Housman, Hardin; Mrs.
Joyce L. Smith, Rt. 2;
Mrs. Heloise M. Roberts,
623 North Fourth St.;
Tommy . Workman, Rt.
1; Fred H. Taylor, 1922
Red Oaks Dr., Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. 011ie Murrell
Smith,903 Fairlane Dr.;
Mrs. Rose E. Gustafson, Rt. 2, Hazel; Julian
C. Holley, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. L.A.
Rowland, 2000
Gatesborough; Albert L.
Key, 611 S. Broad St.;
Mrs. Nova A. Cohoon, Rt.
6; Mrs. Oneida W. Ford
(expired), Fern Terrace
Lodge.
Census at Murray-

Q.

Q. What changes do you foresee in the cemetery
Industry'
A. Changes are slow, but changes are taking place.
Mausoleums are increasing in popularity, particularly in
larger cities. People are becoming more educated
regarding these matters. In a Mausoleum, the body is
placed In. clean, dry chamber and that is an influencing
factor. Also, the cost is about the same as ground buriaL
The cost and the time involved before a cemetery becomes
well established, seems to have stopped any cemeteries
from being started. The investment is too large for the
return.
Cremation will have to be used much more, somewhere
down the line. We could build more Mausoleums, thus
saving space, but the cost is too high. We have
building we are going to build as soon as possible. a:if
going to put a chapel in between the two building. After
that, we probably won't build anymore. We'll only have 72
pair to sell in the new building.

control contor 753-3314

Clendenen, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Richard E. Eckert,
New Concord; Stanley A.
Anderson, Rt. 2; Mrs.
Shelley S. Gibson, Rt. 6,
Benton; Mrs. Nelda F.
Adkins, Rt. 5, Paris,
Term.; Miss Tabitha N.
Brown, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Edith L.
Shuman,Rt. 5;
Mrs. Bessie Schroader,
Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Laura
C. Waters, Rt. 7; Paul
Woodard, Rt. 1, Gleason,
Term.; Everett H. Messinger, Rt. 6; Raymond M.
McCuiston, New Concord; Jean I. Green, 313
South 13th St.;
Mrs. Mytle J. Farmer,
208 North 13th St.; Guy D.
Kelly, 1005 Vine St.;
Robert E. Paulus, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn.; Hannes
Verwey, 19 Scenic Valley
Dr., Hamlin; James L.
Menges, Rt. 9, Benton.

Calloway County
Hospital for Friday, Nov.
18, was 122 adults and
seven in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Baby Boy Kelleher,
parents, Treva and Eric,
903 Vine St.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miss Kimberly J.
Sticklin, 105 Byrd Rd.,
Paris, Tenn.; Miss Susan
Marie Tyrrell and baby
girl, Shady Oaks Trailer
Ct.; Mrs. Carolyn S.
Roberts and baby girl,
No. 34 Shady Oaks; Mrs.
Jacqueline S. Winchester, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Miss Melanie Kim
Price, Box 200, Mayfield;
Mrs. Caroline K. Starks,
Rt. 1, Almo; Edward
Leon McKeel, 310 South
10th St.; Keith E. Overby,
Overby Honda, Bel Air
Center; Mrs. Annie D.

National Adoption
Week being observed
The following was submitted for publication by
Gail Blalock, social worker with the Cabinet for
Human Resources, Department for Social
Services:
For most of you Thanksgiving is a family celebration. If the family is not coming to your house then
you are probably going to theirs. It is a meaningful
time of sharing with others; remembering who we
are and what is of importance to us. It's a family affair!
In keeping with this season of family celebrations, Thanksgiving is also National Adoption
Week. It is a time of thanksgiving for those families
made possible through adoption. In Kentucky 1,156
children were adopted last fiscal year.
National Adoption Week is also a time to recruit
families for those children who are still waiting to
be adopted. In Kentucky there are approximately
175 children waiting. The plan for many other
children is adoption once they are legally free. Most
of these children have special needs. They are
older, members of sibling groups, or they may have
physical, mental or emotional handicaps. Many of
these children are black. Regardless of their
special needs, their greatest need is to grow up with
a family of their own.
Perhaps you could share the love you celebrate
this Thanksgiving by adopting a special child. For
more information call 753-5362.
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ON DISPLAY - Shown are some of the quilts on display at the Calloway County
Public Library through the month of November. Included are antique quilts,
both old and contemporary patterns, and a variety of sizes. Many of the selections were submitted by members of the(Wit Lovers of Murray and Calloway
County, headed by LuArm Philpot "The public is invited to come by the library
and see this interesting collection," said Velva Maupin, coordinator of library
crafts and collections displays.
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GIVES
NATION - The 1983 Fall Pledge Class of Epsilon Lambda Chapter of
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity at Murray State University donated $100 to the
Humane Society of Calloway County. Randy Miller, pledge class president,
center, presents the check to Pattie McIntosh and Laurie McIntosh, Humane
Society employees. The money will be used to help feed and shelter unwanted
animals in Calloway County.

Two 'test-tube'babies conceiv• ed,
delivered at Tennessee hospit• als
A boy was delivered privacy, doctors said.
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Called in-vitro fertiliza(AP) — The births of the Nov. 5 in Memphis and a
first two "test-tube girl was born last week in tion, the test-tube baby
babies" conceived. and an "outlying" Middle technique calls for the
delivered in Tennessee Tennessee hospital, a human egg to be removed
have been announced by spokesman for the center from a woman's ovary
and fertilized by sperm in
the Center for Fertility said on Wednesday.
The babies' parents a laboratory glass dish.
and Reproductive
Research at Vanderbilt have requested anonymi- The embryo is then
ty to protect their transferred to the womb
University.
for development.
The technique, unually
Thanksgiving Day Special performed in women with
blocked or absent Fallopian
tubes, enables otherCitizens
for Senior
wise infertile women to
carry and deliver their
1/
2
babies.
Six babies conceived at
Vanderbilt since last
February have been
born, university officials
said. The others, including a set of twins,
were delivered out of
state.

Price .
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.Hong Kong
Restaurant
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Cooper-Henderson vows said at First Baptist Church
Miss Tanya Lynn
Cooper, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Dan
Cooper of Murray, was
married to Jeffrey Scott
Henderson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Henderson of Paris, Tenn.
The vows were solemnized in a fall ceremony
at 6:30 p.m. in the sanctuary of the First Baptist
Church. Murray.
The Rev. Terry Sills officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
A program of music
was presented by Tommy
Scott, soloist, with his
wife, Susie, as pianist, of
Mayfield. Organist was
Mrs. Oneida White of
Murray.
The vows were exchanged before a large
arch candelabrum
centered with an arrangement of dusty rose
roses, cornflower blue
gypsophlia and silk
baker's fern. Spiral
candelabra flanked each
side of the arch. In front
of the center arch was the
unity candle. A large
white candle centered the
stand decorated with a
large dusty rose bow with
trailing greenery. At the
base was a spray of jade
greenery. The steps to the
altar were framed with

repeated baskets of jade
greenery. On either side
were baskets of flowers.
Gregory Dan Cooper,
brother of the bride, and
Joel Wallace, cousin of
the groom, lighted the
candles.
The center pews were
Illuminated by hurricane
lamps with green,
flowers and dusty rose
bows.
Miss Cindy Vance,
cousin of the bride, kept
the register at the table
decorated with a single
candle and a miniature
throw-away bouquet
identical to the bride's.
The bride
The bride was escorted
by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a white silk taffeta gown with an open
Queen Anne neck outlined
with silk venice lace.
The long tapered
sleeves had silk lace and
pearled motif button
cuffs. The basque bodice
was overlaid with silk
lace and studded with
pearls and sequins. The
full ballroom skirt was of
silk taffeta with a panel
down the front featuring
an insert of lace and "V"
at the hem. The gown had
covered buttons up the
back and a chapel train.
Her waltz length veil of

Outland and Brinkley
wedding on Saturday
Plans have been announced for the wedding
of Miss Lisa Kaye
Outland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe T. Outland,
and John Walter Brinkley
III, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Brinkley of
Hazel.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Saturday,
Nov. 26, at 6 p.m. at the
Scotts Grove Baptist
Church. The Rev. Wayne
Carter, church pastor,
will officiate.
Mrs. Keith Brandon
will be organist. Byron
Gallimore will be pianit
and soloist.
Miss Cynthia Mastera

of Nashville, Tenn.,
cousin of the bride-elect,
will be the maid of honor.
The bridesmaid will be
Miss Melissa Ann
Brinkley, sister of the
groom-elect.
Reid Haney will be the
bestman. Groomsmen
will be Terry Grogan and
Bill David Wilson.
A reception will follow
at the Murray Woman's
Club House at Vine and
South Seventh Streets.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding
ceremony at the church
and the reception to
follow at the club house.

Suiter-Taylor wedding
planned at Elm Grove
Miss Belinda Carol bride-elect.
Suiter, daughter of Mr.
Miss Christie Roberts,
and Mrs. Larry Suiter, niece of the groom-elect,
has completed plans for will serve as flower girl.
her wedding to Joe Dan
Mr. Taylor has chosen
Taylor, son of Mr. and Ricky Miller as bestman.
Mrs. Cecil Taylor.
Marty Carraway and
The double ring Kenny Overbey will serve
ceremony will be solem- as groomsmen. Steve
nized on Saturday, Nov. Rogers and Keith Wicker
26, at 4 p.m. at the Elm will be ushers.
Grove Baptist Church.
Josh Miller will serve
The Rev. Calvin Wilkins as ringbearer.
will officiate.
The wedding will be
Mrs. Oneida White will directed by Mrs. Denise
be the organist. The Steele.
soloist will be Miss Karen
A reception will follow
Jackson.
in the Fellowship Hall of
Miss Suiter has chosen the church. Mrs. June
Mrs. Tina Carraway as Crider will direct the
her matron of honor. reception.
Bridesmaids will be Miss
All friends and
Ginger Compton and relatives of the couple are
Miss Teresa Suiter, the invited to attend the wedlatter a sister of ,the ding and the reception.

silk illusion had a narrow
lace edging and was attached to a lace pearl
covered Juliet cap.
She carried a cascade
bouquet of dusty rose
roses, cornflower blue
gypsophlia, gardenias,
baby's breath and
baker's fern. Dusty rose
and blue bows were
throughout the bouquet
with bows and streamers
of of rose and blue at the
handle of the bouquet.
Mrs. Judy Tucker was
matron of honor. Mrs.
Darlene Cooper, sister-inlaw of the bride, was
bridesmaid. Miss Amberly Vance was flower girl.
They wore matching
dusty rose long dresses
with chiffon bodices. A
comb of flowers was worn
to accent their hair.
The honor attendants
carried two long stemmed dusty rose roses, cornflower blue gypsophlia,
baby's breath and
greenery. The flower girl
carried a white wicker
basket filled with an arrangement of the same
flowers.
The groom
The groom wore a long
tail white on white tuxedo
with a white satin ascot.
His boutonniere was a
dusty rose rose, blue gypsophlia and baker's fern.
Larry Henderson,
brother of the groom, was
best man. Jeff Marshall
was groomsman.
Ringbearer was Dusty
Wilson who carried a
cross-stitched pillow,
handmade of satin, lace
and ribbons by Kelly
Sanert, cousin.. of the
bride.
Serving as ushers were
Gregory Cooper, brother
of the bride, Joel
Wallace, Barry Triplett
and Ronald Watkins.
All attendants of the
groom and fathers of the
bridal couple wore gray
tuxedoes with gray
striped ascots. They all
had rose bud boutonnieres.
The bride's mother
wore a street-length wine
colored dress. The
groom's mother was attired in a street-length
dress of ivory chiffon.
Both mothers had corsages of rose silk flowers.
The groom's grandmother, Mrs. Lucille
Wynn, wore a medium
blue street-length dress

Teachers plan luncheon

Patient dismissed
Recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducay, was Terry Burkeen of Murray.

Zaremba in Germany
Staff Sgt. Louann M. Zaremba, daughter of
Franklin J. and Evelyn A. Sherman, has arrived for
duty at Ftarnstein Air Base, West Germany. An administration technician with the 1964th Communications Group, she previously was assigned at
Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska. Her husband, Air
Force Master Sgt. John R. Zaremba, is the son of
Ila N. Zaremba,506 North Fifth St., Murray.

Representative available
A representative of the U.S. Railroad Retirement
Board from Nashville, Tenn., will meet with individuals in this area during the month of
December. Anyone desiring to meet with this
representative should write the U.S. Railroad
Retirement Board at 108 federal Building, 801
Broadway, Nashville, Tenn., 37203, or call 1-615-2515131.
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with a white silk carna- Silver appointments were
tion corsage.
used.
Reception
Individual tables placA reception followed in ed throughout the room
the Fellowship Hall of the were covered with dusty
church with the bride's rose cloths and centered
parents as hosts.
with arrangements of
Serving were Kim matching flowers.
Oakley, Kelly Sanert,
Mrs. Oneida White
Margie Vance, Jane Ann played the piano during
Turner and Kim Carver.
the reception.
The tables were
Rice bags and thankcovered with pale rose you scrolls were
cloths under white lace distributed by Miss Casey
cloths.
Wilson.
The four-tiered wedThe wedding was
ding cake was decorated directed by Mrs. Lillian
with rose and blue Stoker of Gleason, Tenn.
flowers, Between the
The new Mr. and Mrs.
tiers was a miniature Henderson now reside in
bride and groom
statuette with swans and
wedding bells at the top./
Rose fountains were on
each side of the cake with
flowers draped over them
and greenery at the base.
A round center table
held the punch bowl with
long tables on each side
for the cake, fountains,
finger foods, groom's
cake and coffee service.

atti
753-6656

PRE-HOLIDAY
SALE

2

Price

On Accessories
With Any Of
Our Water Beds.

1:

Choose From Our
Wide Selection Ranging
From Our 5 Board
Gold Coast To Our
Wright's Canopy Bed!

YOU'RE NEVER TOO
OLD TO ENJOY
THE REST OF YOUR LIFE!

759-4522

Chestnut
HiUs
Shopping
-Center

Church plans services

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Scott Henderson

From 5-9 p.m.

cfrIr.

Students at Western
Local or former students from Murray and
Calloway County enrolled at Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green, include Jeffrey Alan
Paschall, Valerie Lynne Curry, William James
Kaelin, Patrice Michelle McGehee, Fergus
PAdraic Moore, Anne B. Schoenfeldt, Laura Anne
Sears, Katherine E. Shepard, Scott B. Thurman,
Paul K. Vought and Julia Hall Sams.

The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will have a luncheon on Tuesday, Dec. 6, at
noon at the Colonial House Smorgasbord. Members
note the change from Monday to Tuesday. Gus
Robertson, Jr., Mrs. Ann Doran and Dr. Bobby
Malone will present a program of Christmas songs.
Mrs. Georgia Adams will be program leader.

Lasagna Special
Every Monday Night
All You Can Eat
without Salad
53" with Salad

Chestnut
Street
Murray

DATEBOOK

Murray.
Rehearsal dinner
The groom's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Henderson, were hosts
for the rehearsal dinner
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Brass candle sticks with blue and
rose candles decorated
the tables. A rose and
gray arrangement flanked by hurricane globes
and candles was at the
head table.
Twenty-two persons
were present. The bridal
couple presented gifts to
members of the wedding
party.

The Rev. Farrell Hardison from North Carolina
will speak at the annual Thanksgiving service on
Wednesday, Nov. 23, at 7 p.m. at the Christian
Fellowship Church, Draffenville. Also speaking
tonight Tuesday and again on Wednesday are
Evangelist and Pastor Bruce Burklow and his wife,
Kathryn, from the Harvest Time Temple, Mount
Vernon,Ind. For information call 1-527-8369.

Paschall will retire
Dr. H. Franklin Paschall has announced he will
retire Dec. 31 at age 61 from the pastorate of First
Baptist Church, Nashville, Tenn., where he has
served 28 years. He will continue to live in
Nashville, pursuing a retirement ministry of
"preaching, teaching and perhaps writing." Born
in Hazel, Ky., he holds B.D. and Th.D. degrees from
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, and held
Kentucky pastorates at Locust Grove and Hazel in
Calloway County and First Church, Bowling Green
before going to Nashville.

GOBBLE
GOBBLE

OUR
THANKSGIVING
DAY MENU
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VEGETABLES
Young -Tom Dressing,
Yams,
oast
RKentucky Cornbread Kentucky
-Fashioned Candied
Kentucky
Old
,
Sauce
Cranberry
Creamed Corn,
Beans,
Chicken, Baked
Ham,
Green
Fried
Wonder
red
Potatoes
Style
gar-Cu
Mayflower Whipped
Bluegrass Su Sauce, Pg m
Holiday Fruit of Beef Au Jus with Giblet Gravy.
Roast Round Line.
on the
carved
Salads,
DESSERTS
Congealed
Relish
Rifle
Salad,
Assorted
Mincemeat Pie, Kentucky
Green
Pie.
'Tossed
Rum Cake, Pumpkin
Trays.

sheaps

SERVING TIME
12:00 noon until 8:00 p.m
November 24, 1983

BUFFET PRICES
Adults — $6"
Children — $425

KENLAKE STATE RESORT
PARK AURORA, KY.
HWY. 94
-gestareserssereltess

VW,
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Furniture industry meets new styles ofliving
Hy BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
New styles of living call
for new home furnishings. So, while
Americans are coping
with smaller living
spaces and the electronics revolution, the
furniture industry is learning how to make furniture to meet new needs.
At the recently concluded Southern Furniture Market in North
Carolina, manufacturers

offered furniture "solutions" to today's living
problems.
Among product
categories that gained
were srnall-scale dining
furniture useful in the
ever-shrinking space
given over to dining;
cabinetry to hold electronics equipment and
home computers, and
dual purpose seating so
rooms other than the
bedroom may be used for
sleeping.

Additions to the
seating-sleepi ng furniture included several
versions of the Japanese
futon. The innovation was
to provide a wood or
upholstered platform to
raise the futon off the
floor for more seating
and sleeping comfort.
Several manufacturers
figured out new wrinkles
to foldout foam furniture
which made its first appearance several years
ago. In one new version,

mineral abrasive attached to a backing that is
usually paper but is
sometimes cloth or some
other material. Here is a
list of the most commonly
used sandpapers or
abrasive papers:
Flint — Made of white
quartz. The cheapest of
the abrasives. Not as efficient as the others.
Sometimes used for
rough work and then
discarded. Can be used
for light sanding of softwoods.
Garnet — Made of red
quartz. Can also be used
for sanding softwoods,
but is harder than flint,
cuts faster and holds up
better.
Emery — Usually has a
cloth backing. Once used
extensively on metals,
but has lost out greatly in
this respect to aluminum
oxide. Still is used on
metal for polishing,
cleaning and light tasks.
Silicon Carbide —
Black and hard. Used a
lot for wet-or-dry sanding
with a waterproof backing. Suited for sanding
glass. When used with
very light hand pressure,
it is excellent for getting
a very smooth finish on
final coats.
Aluminum Oxide — A
synthetic abrasive. Very
hard. Very durable. Can
be used on all materials
and for hand or power
sanding.
There are many
varieties of sandpaper in
addition to the differences in the types of
abrasives. For removing
paint, varnishes and
other finishes, extra
coarse sandpaper is used.
The grades go down the
line from medium coarse
to medium to fine to extra

fine. The finer the grade,
the better it is for sanding
between coats and on the
final coat. All sandpapers
were once numbered to
indicate the grades, but
these became confusing
after a time, especially
when different manufacturers used different
numbering systems.
While numbers are still
used in some cases, most
manufacturers now
specify whether a paper
is coarse or fine or
whatever.
When you have rough
work that will clog the
paper, it is best to use an
open-coated abrasive,
which simply means the
particles on the paper are
spaced far apart. When
the paper is wrapped
around a sanding block,
remember the more
resilient the block, the
better it is for precision
sanding. In some cases,
the surest way to do very
light sanding is to apply
the tiniest bit of pressure
with your hand and not
use a sanding block at all.
When this is done, care
must be exercised not to
apply uneven pressure by
pressing down harder
with one or more fingers.

on the house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Hand sanding, socalled because the hand
supplies the power and
sandpaper supplies the
abrasive, still plays an
important part in
refinishing despite the
multiplicity of electric
sanders on the market.
There are times when
only hand sanding is
delicate enough to perform certain tasks, such
as the smoothing between
coats and the final
finishing process. It is
especially helpful when a
valuable or cherished
piece of furniture is being
refinished and must be
treated very gently to
prevent the damage that
can be caused by a power
sander not handled with
expertise.
Whether refinishing is
just a hobby or a serious
way of restoring furniture or other objects, a
knowledge of the various
kinds of sandpaper can
help you make the proper
selections. Of course, as
you probably know,
although it isn't really
important whether or not
you do, sandpaper contains no sand. It is a
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Use Iluns
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Eiperiemed. Free Estimate
Call Aril Catlin
753-1115
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CUSTOM
KITCHEN
CABINETS L
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Solid Wood Cabinets 8, Raised Panel Doors
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Guncases • Mantles • Bookcases
Kitchen Cabinet Tops
Custom Built Furniture & Furniture Refinshing
- COMPETITIVE PRICES
1212 mom
DROP BY AND SEE OUR DISPLAY

Murray KY

(The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, stain, bleach,
remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood Finishing
in the Home," which can
be obtained by sending 50
cents and a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How,
P. 0. Box 477, Huntington, NY 11743.)

Q. — We have selected
a house to buy and have
been shopping for a mortgage loan. We have
learnA quite a bit a.bout
the differences between
the regular type of mortgage and the one called
adjustable. We have
found, as we are sure you
know, that the adjustable
mortgages have a lower
rate of interest than the
regular mortgages. This
puzzles us somewhat.
Why should a bank or

Smoked Jowl

savings and loan company give a lower interest
rate on an adjustable
mortgage?
A. — The rates on adjustable mortgages are
usually from 1 to 2
percentage points lower
than those on fixed-rate
mortgages. That's
because when you have a
fixed-rate mortgage, the
lender carries all of the
risk. If the interest rates
in general go up, he still
gets only the rate called
for in the mortgage. But
if they go up and you have
an adjustable mortgage,
your rates will rise also.
In other words,the lender

takes the full risk with a
fixed-rate mortgage,
whereas the lender and
the borrower share the
risk with an adjustable
mortgage.
Q. — Our family is considering having a log
house built, but there are
a lot of questions we need
the answers to, including
the names and addresses
of log-house manufacturers in our area. Is
there some central
source where we can get
this information?
A. — The Log Homes
Council of the National
Association of Home

For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
American and International Tra veifime
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A FEATURE OF THIS A-FRAME HOUSE is a balcony loft
which overlooks the- high-ceilinged living room. There are
two bedrooms on the first floor and another two on the second. A spiral stair leads to the upper level. Plan HA1231Y
has 1,028 square feet on the first floor and 511 on the second.
For more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to York and Schenke, 226 Seventh St.,
Garden

City, N.Y. 11530.

RIM

$1 29

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
753-1601
We Accept Feed
7 co.-5
Stumps
7 co.-12 p.. Set. Federal Ins UM Meat Market In Murray

Q. — How do I remove
builtup wax from my
dark pine table without
destroying the stained
finish? Everything placed on the table leaves
streaks that cannot be
wiped completely away.
A. — You say the finish
is stained, but if it is
highly polished then it
probably has varnish,
lacquer or shellac over
the stain. If you know
what the finish is, ask
your hardware dealer to
help you select a wax
remover that will not
harm the surface. Otherwise, try wiping with
denatured alcohol and if
that doesn't work, then

MEI

Completely Erected Including-(oncrete Floor

CUSTOM DELUXE MODEL

CUSTOM MODEL

Choice Sides of Beef

Builders has put out a
brochure called "Is a Log
Home for Me?" Included
with it are the names and
addresses of about 25 loghome manufacturers in
different parts of the
country. Write to the
council at the National
Association of Home
Builders, 15th and M
Streets NW, Washington,
DC 20005.

SALE OF
CUSTOM BUILT
MIN WWII
e-I=
NM MIN EMI IMO EL GARAGES

— Order Now —
We Mail Country Hams All
Over The Nation!
The Perfect Christmas Gift

225 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

operates on the same
principle as a folding
ironing board and would
work well as a play or
work table in a child's
room. The 30-by-40-inch
table can be used in three
positions — cocktail table
height (good for a small
child), dining height, and
as a tilted drawing board.
With living and buying
patterns changing, some
manufacturers have
begun studying their
markets more
systematically. It used to
be that a major furniture
purchase effectively took
a consumer out of the
marketplace. But Pennsylvania House
discovered that 92 percent of those who had
spent $1,000 or more on
furniture within a year
were considering additional substantial purchases.
As a result, the firm is
developing a quarterly
magazine to be
distributed to consumers
by retailers. The
magazine will help the
company maintain a continuing relationship with
interested consumers,explained a company executive.
Another manufacturer
has revised its bedroom
furniture line partly as a
result of consumer
research. William O.W.
Fenn Jr., president of
Ladd Furniture, said
research showed that the
number of people seeking
formal bedroom suites
had diminished as more
people use the bedroom
as a kind of private living
room. To pursue reading
and hobbies, listen to
music and watch television, these needs have
created a demand for
more living-room-like
furniture for the
bedroom, as well as for
more storage furniture.
The same study also
questioned consumers
about the qualities they
seek in new furniture.
Some 2,600 respondents in
10 cities said they were
looking for quality and
durability first and that
they preferred furniture
that offered lasting value
and was not faddish.

here's the answer

HAPPY
THANKSGIVING
Aged Half-Whole or Slices
Country Hams 12
Pork Tenderloin
Back
Bone
Parton Country
Sausage

designed by Robert and
Barbara Tiffany for
Atlantic, the sofa back
flips down and the front
folds out to make an
offthe-floor foam sleeping
surface.
Typical of industry
thinking on multi-purpose
cabinetry was a piece
termed by its maker the
"incredible credenza."
The cabinet, by
Thomasville Furniture
Industries, comes in six
styles and provides a file
drawer and two pencil
drawers on one side,
storage for wine on the
other side and a center
section for silverware,
china and serving pieces.
The top of the cabinet is
on casters and flips open
to become a desk, buffet
or dining surface, while a
slender opening in back
provides a place to store
a leaf for the matching
dining table.
A number of companies
introduced furniture to
store home electronics
products. American
Drew's offering in three
styles (traditional
American, contemporary
and European) was a
typical example. It accommodated a television
set and videoplayer as
well as records and tapes.
Built-in electric plugs, access for wires and ventilation are provided, as
are a telephone jack and
a cable television connection.
The market, which
retailers attend twice a
year to shop for new furniture styles, provided
some innovative designs
for children — many of
them inexpensive,
brightly-colored metal
furniture.
A collection created by
Charles Anacker for
Landes Furniture Co. included a cradle which
converts into a small
rocking settee for use
after a child has
outgrown the cradle.
Anacker also designed a
crib whose telescoping
metal base pulls out to
make a regulationlength
30-inch-wide bed with the
crib's side rails removed.
Jethro Industries produced a table which

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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turpentine. There is
always a chance the
finish glight be dulled
somewhat, in which case
you will have to recoat it.
Be sure, though, that you
do not use lacquer over
varnish. The other way
around is all right.

vent the drain from stopping up other than using a
chemical cleaner, which I
am afraid might harm
the pipes over a long
period of time?
A. — For some reason
which isn't apparent,
there have been a flock of
similar questions in recent months. There are
many reasons why certain sinks clog periodically, but one way to keep
them clear is to flush
them occasionally with
very hot water. Put some
baking soda into the sink,
then let the hot water run
for a few minutes. It is
assumed that you are
careful about what goes
down the drain.

Q. — We bought a house
with asbestos shingles on
it. The previous owner
says they have not had
any finish on them, but
we want to paint them.
Can we use a latex paint?
If so, we assume a primer
will be needed.
A. — Yes, a latex paint
or one of several other
kinds will do. Ask your
dealer to advise you, being sure to mention the
shingles are asbestos.
Once you have made a
Q. — Do I rub a paste
choice based on his filler againt or
with the
recommendation, you grain in applying it
to an
then pick a primer that is open-pored wood?
compatible.
A. — Use a piece of
Q. — I used a chemical burlap or similar
nonclogger to clear a material to rub after apstopped-up sink a , few plying the filler with a
months ago. It worked brush. Use a circular mofine and everything was tion, with the emphasis
all right for about a on the motion against the
month, then it happened grain. After the pores
again. After I cleared the have been filled, use a
clogging once more,I had clean cloth to wipe lightly
the same trouble, also in the direction of the
about a month later. Isn't grain.
there some way I can pre-

We Will
Be Open
5 a.m.-2 p.m.
Thanksgiving
Day
Z.-200h

NOMEPLACE
RESTAURANT
1906 Coldwater Rd.
Murray 759-1064
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DEAR CAN'T SIGN: Fertility experts say usually
no, but it is possible.
•••

De iv
6.63
4
Congress' Full Hopper May
Fill Social Security Notch
DEAR ABBY: Your readers may be interested in legislation currently pending in Congress to correct the Social
Security "notch" p?oblem. Simply stated, the notch problem can cause a person who reaches age 62 after 1978 to
receive a much lower benefit than a person with an
identical wage history who reaches age 62 in an earlier
year. The difference could be as great as $100 a month
and could reach a total of $20,000 for some persons over
the course of their retirement.
Bills pending in Congress to correct the notch include:
BILL NUMBER — SPONSOR
H.R. 1483 — Rep. Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y.
H.It 1964 — Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass.
H.R. 1965 — Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mau.
H.R. 3013 — Rep. Fernand J. St. Germain, D-R.I.
H.R. 3859 — Rep. Dan Daniel, D-Va.
H.R. 3893 — Rep. James H. Quillen, R-Tenn.
H.R. 3925 — Rep. Carl D. Perkins, D-Ky.
H.R. 3947 — Rep. Don Fuqua, D-Fla.
H.R. 4093 — Rep. Edward R. Roybal, 1)-Calif.
Unfortunately, correcting this inequity will be very
costly. Nevertheless, your readers who are affected by the
notch may want to contact their members of Congress.
LAURIE A. FIORI, LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS,
1909 K. ST. N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20049.
DEAR LAURIE: Thanks for the update. Granted,
it will be very costly to correct this inequity, but as
I said in an earlier column, that money will be
pumped back into the economy because our senior
citizens must spend their Social Security checks
immediately in order to survive—unlike younger
folks who would save it for a rainy day. For our
elderly, it's already raining!
•••

DEAR ABBY: I am 11 years old and I need to know
something that I can't ask my mother or anybody else. If
a girl goes all the way with a boy before she begins to
have her monthly periods, can she get pregnant? Please
hurry your answer
CAN'T SIGN THIS

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER23,19113
What kind of day will tomor- sufficient and intuitive. Birth
row be? To find out what the date of: Boris Karloff, actor;
stars say, read the forecast Jose Orozco, painter; and
even for your birth sign.
Harpo Marx,comedian.

nog,

FRANKFORT, K y
( AP) — To hear George
Wilson talk about his job,
one has to wonder why
anyone would want it.
"Corrections is one of
the areas that is badly
neglected," said Wilson,
who called the job a
"political cesspool. If you
couldn't do anything else,
they put you in correcDEAR WORRIED: Tell your parents that you are
tions."
married, and if they discontinue paying for your
education, find a way to pay for it yourself.(Many
Wilson has been in corstudents work and go to college.) To lie about your
rections for much of his
marital status in order to continue getting financial
professional life, but it's
help from your parents is both dishonest and
not because he couldn't
immature.
do anything else.
"I think you're seeing a
new breed of people in
corrections," Wilson
said. "They're more
educated, more professional. They can arDORTON, Ky.(AP) — Creek Regular
Baptist ticulate the issues like
Dorton High School clos- Church. Services
were
ed for the funerals of two held for Miss
Lucas at 1
of its students, a p.m. at the
high school
cheerleader and a band gymnasium.
member fatally injured
Classes were cancelled
in an automobile accident for the day at
Dorton
that shocked the school High. The school
had also
Ladies
and the small Pike Coun- called off
basketball
Hours
ty community.
games Friday against
"We are all very hurt," Allen Central High
9
A.M.-8
P.M.
School
Stephanie Wright, 17, a and Saturday against
former cheerleader and a Millard High.
friend of the victims, said
The accident was "a
of the fatal accident Fri- shock to the whole
comday afternoon.
munity," said Patricia
"It's just one big McPeek,
the
nightmare that we are cheerleaders' faculty
trying to understand, but sponsor.
can't," Miss Wright said.
"They were the nicest,
Funerals were held most well-beha
ved
Monday for Jona "Sissy" students you would
ever
Kiser, a 15-year-old want," she said.
cheerleader, and Christa
Dorton High students
Gaye Lucas, a 16-year-old spent a stunned weekend,
honor student and book- said Miss Wright.
club member who was in
"Right now all of us —
the school band.
the ballplayers, majoretThe two died and five tes, cheerleaders
and
others were injured after other kids — are just
trythe seven were thrown ing to make it easier for
from a car that left Ken- the ones who were
lucky
tucky 611 about 18 miles enough to make it,"
she
south of Pikeville, of- said.
ficials said.
"This community has
Miss Kiser's funeral gotten behind these kids
was at 11 a.m. at Caney and their families."
ABBY: My boyfriend and I were mamed secretly.
We have not told my parents because they disapprove of
him. My love for him is stronger than it has ever been,
but I also love my family and want them to accept us as
one.
_
I am presently attending college away from home and it
is about to kill me to keep my marriage a secret. I want to
shout it to the world, but I'm afraid my parents will not
continue to pay for my education if they know I married
this guy
WORRIED
DEAR

By Abigail Van Buren

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 4114
1
Loved ones are busy making
plans. The accent is onVieart
interests. You'll meet with affection and consideration today.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20-10 May 20) bite'
You shine in whatever you
do for a living. Benefits come
from an aunt or uncle. Cordiality is /a plus in dealings
with othees.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
You may be falling in love.
Those who have differences
can reach agreement now.
Save time for leisure activities.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Home is where your heart is
today. Make plans for entertaining others. Freelancers
gain assignments. Extra work
benefits accrue.
LEO
(July Mto Aug.72)
What a lovely day for communicating thoughts to others
and coming up with new
ideas! Travel and romance
are both highlighted.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
You have a special knack
For home decorating now.
Shopping for things you like is
a must. Look for quality.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 4—krIL
Grace and charm are
always yours, but today
you're especially appealing.
Compliments come your way.
Spruce up a bit.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Surprise a loved one with a
gift and arrange to spend
private moments together.
Just the two of you is enough
for now.
SAGITTARIUS
sjiW
( Nov. Z2 to Dec. 21) "
Popularity and good
fellowship mark this day. Invitations arrive and you may
plan a get-together yourself.
Get out and circulate.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 19) 16
Career interests lead to a
lovely social invitation. Some
behind-the-scenes help is in
the offing. Luck is with you!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Signing up for a course is a
sure way to make new friends.
Good news comes from afar.
Make plans to get away.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Friends lead you to new
business opportunities.
Meetings with higher-ups are
sure to go well. Financial
benefits will accrue.
YOU BORN TODAY can
succeed in both the arts and
sciences. You like excitement
in your work, but at turves you
can withdraw into yourself.
Though interested in
everything, you should learn
to specialize to achieve your
greatest success.
taw, research and counseling
are some of the fields which

Corrections chief talks aboutjob, people

High school closes
for students'funerals

never before."

He played football in
high school and later at
Kentucky State University, where he earned a
degree in history and
social work. Then he
kicked around for awhile,
"did some selling, sold
cuum cleaners, drove a
xi and was an orderly in
a hospital."
In 1967, Wilson got a job
as a case worker at the
old Kentucky Village
Treatment Center for
juvenile delinquents.
Through the years, he
continued in the area,
eventually working his
way up to deputy commissioner of the old
Bureau of Corrections
before leaving the agency
to work at Kentucky

State.
In January 1980, Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. named
him commissioner of the
Bureau of Corrections
and secretary when it
was made a separate
cabinet.
Gov.-Elect Martha
Layne Collins has asked
him to stay in the post,
making Wilson one of the
few Brown administration people to make the
change.
Being an outsider of
sorts in the new administration does not concern Wilson. "I'm part of
the team and I expect to
be a full member of the
team."
Still, Wilson says he is
not sure he will see the
job through for the full

Beside Campus
Coffee Shop

is here to stay
so what do you say—
want to look your best,
feel your best,
and live your life
more productively?

Selk to, Lets • Not ol-Mort Sells So, Less • Wol-Mort Sells tow
Lots •Wol-Morl Sells

WAkMART
KIDS: Santa Claus will arrive
at Wal-Mart by Firetruck
at 11 A.M. Friday.

Less •

t-miwe Sells

kw Less • Wol-Mort Sells tow

four years of the Collins
administration.
"This is an area you
have to be areful with,"
he said. "You can burn
out."
He might do some
writing, maybe teach or
consult.
"I like government,"
he said. "Government
has been good to me and I
don't think I've compromised my integrity.
Government gave me an
opportunity, and I'm
grateful for that. But I
don't want to be here
because I have to be
here."
Wilson points with
pride to several accomplishments in the corrections field in Kentucky.

•Modern Exercise
Equipment
•Sun booths
'Sauna
*Showers
*Aerobics
classes
'Group Exercise
sessions daily.

We
Will
Show
You
How!

7599036
Less •W 01.4•Wft SON .01 Less •Wol-Mow

Sells lee Less • Wal-Matt Sells fee Less •

Coloring Contest Rules:
1. Entry must be completed by child in crayon or colored pencils only.
2. Only one entry per child.
3. Decision of judge is final.
4. Entry cannot be returned.
5. Wal-Mart employee's children are ineligible.
6. Entry must be submitted by Dec. 16. Winners will be announced Dec.
23rd.
Age Groups: 3-6, 6-8, 9-12; Winners will be named in each group.

nr%.

111,4V'

may appeal to you. In
business, you'd make a good
securities analyst or adviser
The theatrical world also appeals to you You are self-

71K 4..
NAME
AGE

ADDRESS
PHONE NUMBER

fl!
Don't Miss Santa Claus Friday at 11 A.M.!!
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Only the eternal flame stands watch over grave
ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY,
Va.( AP) — In the uncertain light before
songbirds announce the
new day, a breeze stirs
the flame in the cemetery
of patriots. Oak leaves
skitter across black slate
inscribed "John Fitzgerald Kennedy 19171963."
The place where the
35th president is buried is
a peaceful one. There are
no guards; only the eternal flame stands watch.
Soon the sky brightens
enough to read the words
chiseled into the granite
oval that faces the visitor
to the Kennedy grave in
Arlington National
Cemetery.
"Let the word go forth
from this time and place,
to friend and foe alike,

that the torch has been
passed to a new generation of Americans...
"Let every nation
know, whether it wishes
us well or ill, that we shall
pay any price, bear any
burden, meet any hardship, support any friend,
oppose any foe to assure
the survival and the success of liberty..."
After all these years,
Kennedy's words on the
day of his inauguration
retain their grace and
resolve:
"Now the trumpet summons us again ...
"And so, my fellow
Americans: ask not ..."
It is light now. In the
distance, cars stream
across Memorial Bridge
into the capital. Planes
are taking off from National Airport, one a

minute, their annoying
din blanking out the chirping of a thousand
chickadees and mockingbirds.
On the road below, a
blue and white tour bus
pulls into the parking lot,
the first of dozens. From
the shadows, custodian
Harry Barens, wearing a
Jack Daniel's baseball
cap, steps out to sweep
the stones that cover the
grave of Kennedy and the
two children who died as
infants.
Barens straightens the
stanchions and heavy
chains that cordon off the
area, a final preparation
for the day's visitors.
Three million of them
each year walk the curving paths of the 612-acre
cemetery to see one
grave out of 187,629.

Oh, there are baseball ple white cross that
buffs who seek out Abner marks the final resting
Doubleday; a boxing fan ,place of Robert Francis,
might look for Joe Louis., another Kennedy felled
The place is full of by an asaa•sin's bullet.
celebrities of the past:
Generals John D. Per- ' They speak in hushed
shing, George C. Mar-. voice, if at all. Some go to
shall and Omar Bradley; their knees; some make
film star Constance Ben- the sign of the cross. The
nett; Chief Justice Earl cameras click an unenWarren and Justice ding tattoo.
William 0. Douglas;
This day, the first to
astronauts Gus Grissom
reach the site are Robert
and Roger Chaffee.
and Florence Kropf of
The visitors also come Huron, Ohio, who were in
to see the Tomb of the Washington only once
Unknown, but most are before, in 1940 on their
drawn to the grave with honeymoon. Now they
the foot-high flame — an stand before the grave for
idea, like the riderless a minute, heads bowed.
black horse in the funeral "He's left just a little bit
procession, of the presi- inpide of you," says Mrs.
dent's young widow. Then )(MIA."We wanted to see
they walk a few steps where such a great perdown the hill, to the sim- son is buried."

A young German couple, holding hands, bend
over to read the inscriptions: "Patrick Bouvier,
Aug. 7, 1963-Aug. 9, 1963"
and, simply, "Daughter.
Aug. 23, 1956." Ulrich and
Maria Louise Stappert
from Bottrop explain in
German that "when you
are in America, one must
see the White House and
the Kennedy gravesite."
Two girls from
Smithtown, N.Y., have
broken away from their
St. James Lutheran
Church group. "He was a
good man," says
Christina Wiegert, born
four years after John
Kennedy was
asaassinated. "He would
have been the best president, but was not given a
chance."

John F. Kennedy
1917-1963

Tragic events ofthatfatal Friday recalled
(EDITOR'S NOTE - It shocked and benumbed the
nation 20 years ago. At 12:30 p.m. Nov. 22, President John F. Kennedy was assassinated. The event
is remembered vividly despite the passage of time.
Robert Johnson, now an Associated Press executive, recalls the details and the emotions more
than most He was in charge of AP coverage in
Dallas that day.)
• • •
By ROBERT H. JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS (AP)Through the applause and the low
snarl of policemen's motorcycles, the first report crack! - sounded like a backfire or a firecracker.
Many thought so, but not Gov. John Connally, a
hunter.
He turned to the right, tracking the sound. Not
seeing the president from the corner of his eye, he
turned back to the left.
Behind him, John F. Kennedy reached for his
throat, gasped."My God,I'm hit!"'
A blow as from a fist struck Connally's back and before the sound caught up with the impact - he
slumped with bullet wounds in chest, wrist and
thigh.
Nellie Connally pulled him into her lap. "Oh, no,
no, no!" Connally yelled. "They're going to kill us
all!"
Crack! Kennedy toppled to the left, neck pierced,
skull shattered.
"Oh, my God, they've shot my husband!" Jacqueline Kennedy cried, cradling his head. "I love
you, Jack."
Two cars behind, Sen. Ralph Yarborough
recognized rifle fire and instinctively crouched forward. He noticed that the motorcade had slowed.
Now, with a Secret Service agent scrambling onto
the trunk of the president's car, the motorcade
surged ahead. Sirens keened. People screamed,
ran, dived to the grass,seeking cover.
Pigeons fluttered from the roof of a nondescript
orangered brick building; a policeman leaped from
his motorcycle and charged inside, pistol drawn.
Witnesses told other policemen they had seen a rifle
barrel being pulled back through a sixth floor window of the building, the Texas School Book
Depository.
The motorcade raced at 70 miles an hour to
Parkland Hospital, but there was no chance.
In five and one-half seconds, on the street between the Texas School Book Depository and Dealey
Plaza, the administration of President John F. Kennedy had ended on its 1,037th day.
The news sped across the nation and around the
world. The United States' youngest president, its
first Catholic president, the guide to the New Frontier, the president who challenged youth to "ask
what you can do for your country" - that president
was dead at 46.
The world reeled, shuddered and never seemed
the same again, especially to Americans.
Even today, the assassination of President Kennedy remains vivid, a benchmark chiseled stark in
history.
Of those who were in the main cars of the Kennedy motorcade, the only ones willing to talk about
it 20 years later are the Connallys and Yarborough,
who rode with Vice President and Mrs. Lyndon B.
Johnson.
A request for an interview with Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis brings a call from her secretary. Mrs.
Onassis is sorry, but she has had so many requests,
including requests from personal friends, that she
must refuse them all.
Lady Bird Johnson's secretary writes that Mrs.
Johnson is sorry, but "the assassination is an extremely painful subject for her to discuss,and she is
saying 'no' to all requests."
Rufus Youngblood, the Secret Service agent in
the Johnsons' car, does not reply to a request forwarded through Secret Service headquarters.
Clinton J. Hill, the agent who leaped onto the
trunk of the presidential limousine, finally writes

that he cannot talk about the assassination. "I hope
you understand."
You do.
For a newsman who was in charge of the
coverage in Dallas, it is easy to understand the pain
of recall. On a trip back, it is easy to summon up the
sights, sounds and emotions of Dallas 20 years ago.
Fall comes late to Dallas, without bright color.
The days are crisp and pale gold, a respite between
the brassy furnace of summer and the first blue
norther of winter. The skyscrapers sparkle in the
sun.
Nov. 22, 1963, was such a day.
That morning before leaving Fort Worth, Kennedy commented to his wife and an aide that it
would be easy to assassinate a president. All
anyone would need, he said, was a rifle with a
telescopic sight and a perch in a high building.
Yarborough remembers the sharp crack of rifle
fire and the smell of gunsmoke drifting down above
his right shoulder as Johnson's car rolled past the
southeast corner of the Texas School Book
Depository. "I've huntedlall my life, I handled all
kinds of weapons in the Army, and I knew it was rifle shots, and there were only three," he says.
He recalls how he watched, after the mad rush to
the hospital, as Connally was removed from the
jump seat by the car door and wheeled inside,
followed by his wife. Kennedy was detached then
from his wife's arms and taken inside.
"The world seemed to have come to a standstill,
and I felt like I was at a standstill," Yarborough
says.
The day had started almost perfectly. Kennedy
drew big applause at a breakfast in Fort Worth and friendly laughter when he apologized because
his wife was a little late: "Mrs. Kennedy is organizing herself. It takes her longer but, of course, she
looks better than we do when she does it."
In the heart of Dallas, in the canyon of Main
Street, the crowd was so dense that police had a
hard time keeping the way clear. People spilled into
the street, pressing forward, trying to get close to
Jack and Jackie.
Then the motorcade turned right on Houston
Street, traveled a block north to Elm and turned left
at an acute angle, down a slight grade toward the
Triple Underpass entrance to Stemmons Freeway,
where Kennedy was to speak at a luncheon.
The clock on the big Hertz sign atop the Texas
School Book Depository read 12:30 p.m.
Nellie Connally turned in the jump seat and said:
"Mr. President, you can't say Dallas doesn't love
you."
She heard no reply. The first shot spat. She saw
Kennedy clutch at his throat. Her husband slumped
against the door as she heard a second shot.
The motorcade gathered speed. Secret Service
Agent Hill seized a handhold and took running
strides to vault onto the trunk. He heard another
shot and part of the president's head flew away.
John and Nellie Connally, sitting together on a
couch in Connally's law office on the 26th floor of a
glass tower in Houston, recall what happened:
Connally was conscious, his eyes open, when the
bullet hit Kennedy's head.
"It hit with a loud bang." He illustrates now by
smacking his left palm with his right fist. "And then
blood and brain tissue were all over the car, all over
us."
When Mrs. Connally pulled her husband's head
into her lap, she probably saved his life. The wound
in his chest was a sucking wound - one through
which air entered the cavity when he breathed and
might have strangled him. But folded into her lap,
his body at least partly closed the wound.
She thought he was dead, but when he moved,she
bent over him, holding his head, saying: "It's all
right. Be still." She repeated it as a litany.
"I hoped it would be all right," she says now. "I
had no secure feeling then.
"Well,she convinced me," Connally says.
An AP photographer, James W.(Ike) Altgens,

standing in Dealey Plaza, made two historic pictures. One showed the president's head falling forward with Mrs. Kennedy's whitegloved hand
reaching out to support him. The other showed Clint
Hill leaping onto the trunk and reaching out to Mrs.
Kennedy.
Then Altgens sprinted four long blocks to the AP
newsphoto office in The Della Morning News
Building. He tossed his camera to a darkroom man,
called the bureau chief in the AP's news office in the
Times Herald Building.
"Ijob,the president has been shot!"
"Ike, how do you know?"
"I saw it. There was blood on his head. Jackie
jumped up and grabbed him and cried, 'Oh, no!'
The motorcade raced onto the freeway."
"Ike, you saw that?"
"Yes,I was shooting pictures then and I saw it."
BULLETIN
DALLAS, NOV. 22 (AP) - PRESIDENT KENNEDY WAS SHOT TODAY JUST AS HIS MOTORCADE LEFT DOWNTOWN DALLAS. MRS. KENNEDY JUMPED UP AND GRABBED MR. KENNEDY. SHE CRIED, "OH, NO!" THE MOTORCADE SPED ON.
That was the first definite, publishable word that
the president had been shot
The news service bulletins alerted television and
radio stations and networks. Anchormen took over
to read them. Newspapers tore up front pages to
make special editions. News service, newspaper
and broadcast reporters in Dallas scrambled for
telephones. An estimated 400 American and foreign
reporters headed for Dallas.
And the world seemed to stop. Only in government and hospitals and hotels and taxicabs and
newsrooms did work seem to go on - and it went on
in a feeling of icy isolation, a time warp of frozen
seconds, racing minutes, interminable hours,
shrunken days.
The despair was so palpable that before it was
over a newsman's second-grade daughter said:
"Mommy, it's like Daddy was the one who was
shot."
President Kennedy had been pronounced dead at
1 p.m. He had been only clinically alive since the
bullet tore his brain.
On the sixth floor of the Texas School Book
Depository, police found a sniper's nest made from
stacked book cartons. Three shell casings lay on the
floor. They found a 6.5rrun Mannlicher-Carcano rifle with a telescopic sight behind another stack of
book boxes.
Witnesses told what they had seen in the window.
A description went out over the police radio:
unknown white male, about 30, slender build,
height,5-feet-10, weight 165 pounds.
Across the Trinity River from downtown, in Oak
Cliff, Patrolman J.D. Tippit stopped a man generally fitting that description. The man shot him four
times with a .38 revolver. Tippit fell, instantly dead.
At the Texas School Book Depository, Manager
Ralph Truly reported an employee missing - Lee
Harvey Oswald, the same man a policeman had
met in the building after the shooting and dismissed
when Truly said he worked there.
In Oak Cliff, police pursued the suspected killer of
Tippit, following tips from witnesses, into the Texas
Theater. Patrolman J.N. McDonald and other officers approached him.
"Well, it's all over now," he said. He punched
McDonald between the eyes with his left fist and
drew his pistol in his right. The officers subdued
and disarmed him.
The man was Lee Harvey Oswald.
Oswald was 24, a drifter with an undesirable
discharge from the U.S. Marine Carps, a professed
Marxist. He had tried to defect to the Soviet Union
but had been denied citizenship and, with a Russian
wife and baby daughter, returned to the United
States, with the help of the State Department.
On Oct. 15, 1963, he got a job as an order filler at
the Texas School Book Depository after Ruth

Payne,a talker who had befriended and taken in his
family, heard about it from a neighbor.
Police traced Oswald's moves that day by car,
foot, bus and taxi, to work, to a rented room in Oak
Cliff, to the place where Tippit was killed, to the
Texas Theater.
At 7:10 p.m., he was charged with the murder of
Tippit. At 1:35 a.m. on Nov. 23, he was charged with
murder in the assassination of President Kennedy.
The police said they had an airtight case. They
disclosed some evidence because of the incessant
demands of reporters who had flocked in and their
own feeling that the world needed to know as much
as possible.
Oswald was to be transferred from the city jail to
the county jail at 10 a.m. on Sunday, Nov. 24. There
was a delay while interrogation continued. At 11:20.
a.m., Oswald was brought to the jail basement,
handcuffed to a detective.
A short, stocky man in a snap-brim hat took a
long stride from the crowd,right arm extended,and
fired a snub-nose .38 revolver once into Oswald's
stomach. He was Jack Ruby, 52, operator of two
strip joints, a local character who liked to hang
around cops.
Rushed to Parkland, where Connally was still
under emergency care, and treated by some of the
same doctors who had tried to save the president,
Oswald died at 1:07 p.m. -48 hours and 7 minutes
after Kennedy.
Theories of plots swept the world.
President Johnson hoped his investigating commission, headed by Chief Justice Earl Warren,
would find all the answers and still people's doubts.
Conspiracy theorists attackeltheyeport as poian
it was published because of its conclusion that
Oswald had acted alone.
Ruby was convicted of murder on March 14, 1964.
The Texas Court of Appeals overturned the conviction on Oct. 5, 1966, because the trial was held in
Dallas instead of a city distant from the crime.
Ruby died of cancer in Parkland Hospital on Jan. 3,
1967, before he could be retried in Wichita Falls.
Dedicated critics still dig away at the Warren
Report, seeking to prove that it ignored or distorted
evidence that would have proved Oswald and Ruby
were part of a conspiracy.
Twenty years later, the questioning goes on and,
Connally has said, always will.
He remains convinced that the Warren Commission was mistaken about one thing - the single bullet
theory.
The commission said one of three shots fired by
Oswald missed and one bullet pierced the president's neck, then Connally's back and chest, shattered his right wrist and hit his left thigh.
"I don't believe that at all," Connally says. "I
have never believed that."
He is certain that Oswald's first shot hit Kennedy,
the second shot hit him,and the president was killed
by the third shot.
A return to Texas leads to Oswald's restored
grave in a bare, open part of Rose Hill Memorial
Park on the eastern edge of Fort Worth. It is marked only by a flat rose granite headstone, inscribed
with the single word OSWALD. The body of his
mother, Marguerite, who never gave up insisting
that he was innocent, lies in an unmarked grave
nearby.
The old Texas School Book Depository is now the
Dallas County Administration Building, bought by
the county to keep it from being demolished or exploited commercially. The sixth floor is untouched
today but is to become a historical exhibit designed
by the County Historical Commission, opening in
1985.
Looking down from the sniper's window, you still
see people peering up at the window and at the
place on Elm Street where the bullets hit.
People began coming the evening of the
assassination.
Now the silent lookers have worn away the grass
at the corner of Dealey Plaza.

Many still doubt official accounts of Kennedy assassination
By MIKE COCHRAN
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS (AP) —
Chances are you've never
heard of the Black Dog
Man, the Umbrella Man,
the Mafia Con Man, the
Tall Tramp or the man
called Frenchy.
You've also probably
never read "The Continuing Inquiry'" or
"Coverups!" or "Echoes
of Conspiracy." .
ie are names and
newsletters known chiefly to those who think
there is a sinister, secret
sto-ry behind the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy 20

years ago.
Their common target is
the Warren Commission
and its conclusion that
Lee Harvey Oswald, acting on his own, fired
three shots into the
presidential motorcade.
Their common complaint is that crucial
evidence was destroyed
and distorted or overlooked and ignored.
But they disagree about
whose plot it was and why
the government would
embrace or perpetuate a
cover-up.
They all believe,
however, that the 24year-old Oswald was

nothing more than a pat- meone comes along to alliance between the CIA
sy.
take this up," she said, and the mob and the
The critics raise pro- apologizing for the boxes Cuban exiles who watchvocative questions but of documents scattered ed their friends and
provide precious few about her Living room.
relatives slaughtered at
answers.
The Cuban connection the Bay of Pigs," said
"After 20 years, I can't is a prominent theory.
Gary Shaw, 45, an arsay who did it," said
Although Cuban Presi- chitect and author of a
Mary Ferrell, a Dallas dent Fidel Castro accus- book called "Coverup."
legal secretary, ''but I ed the CIA, under Ken"They had the motive,
can definitely say that• nedy, of multiple at- the means and the opLee Harvey Oswald did tempts on his life, he has partiality ... and you can
not act alone."
denied complicity in the trace them right straight
Mary Ferrell, now in assassination.
to Dallas, Texas."
her 60s, has compiled the
Most critics point to a
Shaw said that until he
most extensive Kennedy purported alliance of read the Warren Comlibrary in existence, in- dissident intelligence per= mission report he was
cluding thousands of sonnel, mobsters and convinced that Lee
pages of FBI and CIA CIA-trained Cuban ex- Harvey Oswald acted
iles.
documents.
alone and that Jack Ruby
"Before I die, I hope so"There is a strange was a lone avenger.

"But the more I got into
it, the more it stunk,"
Shaw said. "I think the
evidence indicates that
Oswald did not fire a
shot."
Shaw contends that the
government's handling of
the case proves there was
a conspiracy, citing the
disappearance of
Oswald's military
records, a note written by
Oswald warning the FBI
to stop harassing his wife,
Marina, and the
laboratory slides Of Repnedy's brain tissue.
Some people think
organized crime was
behind the assassination,

partly because of Attorney General Robert
Kennedy's crime-busting
crusade, partly due to impatience with Castro, who
had run mob-backed
gambling interests out of
Havana.
Robert Blakey, formerly chief counsel to the
House Select Committee
on Assassinations, now at
the Notre Dame law
school, emerged from the
two-year congressional
investigation convinced
Oswald had acted on
orders from organized
crime.
"There's only

theory that makes sense
out of it, and that's that
the mob did it," he said in
a 1979 interview.
The person Shaw most
wants to question is in
prison for the sniper slaying of federal Judge John
Wood in San Antonio.

"Charles V. Harrelson
— an associate of Jack
Ruby and Santos Trefficante, the Mafia chieftakri in Floridiitnvolved in
- the Castro assassination
attempts — has admitted
publicly that he participated in the Kennedy
one murder," Shaw said.
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WHERE SHOPPING
COSTS LESS

Everyday

FOOD STORES

ROYAL PRINCE

------

1AMS
1
PICNiel:
Sliced
79
L.b.

16 oz
CAN

Frozen Foods

39c

LB FOR

Vanilla Wafers 8 oz. Bag 31$1.00

Packaged Meats

Juices, Fruits, Vegetables

PET RITZ

2 in
PKG.

PIE SHELLS
PET

55c
99c

26 oz.
EACH

PUMPKIN PIE

HARVEST FANCY FRENCH or CUT

.

GREEN BEANS
HARVEST FANCY CREAM or WHOLE

.

GOLDEN CORN

16 oz.
CAN
16 oz.
CAN

Pet
9 oz.
CTN.

WHIPPED TOPPING

59`

WEST PAC
16 oz.
BOX

PET CHOC. OR BANANA

99c
69c

14 oz.
BOX

CREAM PIES

HARVEST FARE "FANCY"

16 oz.
CAN

SLICED CARROTS

GREEN GIANT

4

CORN ON THE COB

129

EARS

SWEET PEAS

.

CUT

SWEET POTATOES .. • . .
IDAHOAN

MAIM IltOWNS

POTATOES.. Asn= • • • • .
SLICED - CHUNK - CRUSHED

PEACH or STRAWBERRY

BAMA PRESERVES . • •

32 oz.
JAR

DILL SPEARS

24 Oz.
Jar

SWEET CUCUMBER SLICES OR

SWEET RELISH

•

16 oz.
JAR

•

6.7 oz.
JAR

LINDSAY

STUFFED OLIVES

FRUIT VALLEY "FANCY"
19

79c
79c
89c

STUFFING
MIX

59c

LIGHT CORN SYRUP
FLAKE COCONUT
BRN. nr PWDR.SUGAR ...
EAGLE BRAND MILK
MARSHMALLOW CREAM
CINNAMON
IMITATION VANILLA
WHIPPED TOPPING
BROWN GRAVY MIX
OVEN BEST FLOUR
PECAN HALVES
READY CRUST

CRANBERRY SAUCE ▪ .

99c
• 2 lb. 89c
14. 109
7. 59c
1.12 02. 39c
)4 in

B. 39c
3.5...69c
is..,33c

69c
6oz. 129
6 is2 69c

•MILD

PORK SAUSAGE •"°'

149

RII6
OL L

CORN KING

CANNED HAM

31b. CAN

u oz.
CAN
5.5
OZ.

16 oz.
CAN

29c
29c
39c
59c
59c
49c

50 oz.
JAR

APPLE SAUCE
SUN MAID SEEDLESS

99c
19

12 oz.
PKG.

RAISINS

599

189

HAM HALVES
PORK LIVER

3 lb. or morel

COMPARE AND SAVE

SPREAD QUARTERS-.

1 lb.
QTRs.

16 oz.
SIZE

37c
45c
239

8 oz.
PAK

69c

•

BLUE BONNET

1 lb.
QTRS

MARGARINE
CHEDDAR or

COLBY HORN
CREAM CHEESE

•

FRESH

CRANBERRIES

12 oz. BAG

88`

TEXAS

ORANGE - STRAWBERRY OR

CHERRY GELATIN • • • • .

3 oz.
BOX

19c

ORANGES

Doz.99`

REG OR MINI

3
9c

MARSHMALLOWS
warsomows .
10-1 2 oz

12..79c
VANILLA WAFERS
11-1/2 cis 159
DRY ROASTED MIXED NUTS
•is. 159
CHEERIOS CEREAL
75ct. 1 °9
FOOD STORAGE BAGS
.32.. 1 °9
YELLOW or BLUE DISH LIQUID
Heavy Duty ALUMINUM FOIL • • • • .37.1,20/9c
200ft.89c
PLASTIC WRAP
FOAM CUPS
si a 49c
6 oils 99c
BATH TISSUE 1 Ply
129
FURNITURE POLISH
NATURE SCENT SOAP
e35c
PAPER TOWELS 2 Ply
J.,,,be 59c

FRESH BAKE
BROWN-N-SERVE

39c

ROLLS
Extra Holiday Savings

We Will Be Closed November
24th, Thanksgiving Day So That
Our Employees May Spend Time
With Their Families.
A PROSPEROUS
THAIsiKSGIVING!
(
f
o
1
4 61400..$
11 °PP
"ApoI
F..
':.•
:
\:'
1:.:.
1
::

de•'‘ - -"----

As you gathor
with loved ones,
may you

be blessed

with abundance.

Yookifi4:in4

SAVE A.LOT
STORE HOURS

WE BACK
OUR QUALITY
WITH A
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!

Mon.-Thors.
9-7
Fri. 9 A.M.-8 P.M
Sat 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
Son 1 P.M.-6 P.M.

FOOD STORES

WE ACCEPT F000 STAMPS

• ©1983 3AVE.A.LOT

9.

Dairy

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

FRUIT VALLEY in Glass

PKG

32...89c

16 oz.
CAN

20 oz.
CAN

PINEAPPLE

Condiments

29c
29c

JIMMY DEAN'S PURE

BONELESS

HARVEST FARE "FANCY"

BROCCOLI
NORMANDY

1.°

4 $100

PUMPKIN
'cii.111•"„
1"
;
)
44
‘.._.
41
"
‘
• 3t1

6 oz
BOX

GoldenIkl RipeBA AS

Ltd

We Reserve the
IimitN;;;Misi

Formerly Southside IGA
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-

•

s
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Key comes home from KC

Former Laker may play against MSU
If you follow Calloway
County basketball you'll
want to be in Racer
Arena, Saturday evening
for the 4:30 p.m. tipoff
between Murray State
and visiting MissouriKansas City.
Besides the attraction
of the Racers' regular
season debut will be the
presence of former CCHS
Laker Dan Key, a
sophomore on the M-KC
squad this year.
Throughout most of his
high school career, Key
had the reputation of being a pure-shooter. An accurate gunner from outside, as well as a
penetrating threat inside,
Key earned All-District
honors his senior season
(1981-82) and a scholarship offer to attend the
NAIA school.
The 6-2, 180-pound
business administration
major saw spot duty last
year as a freshman for
the Kangaroos, an independent school with an
enrollment of about
12,000.
Key played in 18 games
last year, scoring 48
points for a 2.6 average.
The 'Roos were 10-16
Key's freshman season,
prompting a coaching

to play on Saturday
against MSU. That's one
game I'm really looking
forward to. I'd like to win
that one more than
anything."
Besides playing in front
of a hometown crowd,
Key has a personal goal
to accomplish in his
return to Murray — win
one in Racer Arena.

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
change which brought in
Bruce Carrier, a name
associated with NAIA
success.
"Coach Carrier gets
pretty rough on us
sometimes," Key said in
a telephone interview
Monday night. "But we
all realize it's for our own
good. He knows what he's
doing, that's for sure."
A strict disciplinarian,
Carrier believes in
defense which has helped
him become the second
winningest coach among
active NAIA coaches.
Carrier chalked up a 15036 record in six years at
Huron College, S.D.,
prior to accepting the MKC position.
This year the 'Roos are
1-1 having defeated Division III member HarrisStowe, 50-49, in overtime
and losing to Division II
school Missouri-St. Louis,

71-65, Saturday.
Tonight Key and his
teammates travel to Central Methodist in Fayette,
Mo., before 'Visiting Murray,Saturday.
Key's season started
out similar to last year's
with him seeing only a
few minute's playing
time in the season
opener. However, against
UMSL he hit three of four
from the field, grabbed
two rebounds and had two
steals in about 15
minutes.
"We were behind by 17
at one point, but cut their
lead to one with about
eight minutes to go. Then
they scored about six or
eight points in the last
few minutes to beat us by
six," Key said. "I think
the coach is getting more
confidence in me, though.
I'm hoping if everything
goes well Tuesday I'll get

His high school career
ended with the district
tournament in Racer
Arena, and he'd like
nothing more than to pull
off an upset Saturday.
"I don't care how we do
it, I just want to win this
one," Key said. "If I had
my dream come true, I'd
come in the game with us
down by one and hit the
winning shot with two
seconds left. That would
be the ultimate thrill for
me."
The former Laker may
get his opportunity Saturday as he admitted he's
been shooting better the
past few weeks than he
has in a long,long time.
"I don't know why," he
remarked, "but my shots
have started falling lately
and I've had some very
good practices. Just the
other day we were work-

Notre Dame accepts Liberty Bowl bid
ler

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (API- Two days of wellpublicized indecision have come to an end with
Notre Dame accepting the Liberty Bowl invitation,
the Ilth post-season appearance for the traditionrich Irish.
The decision Monday to accept the bid for the
Dec. 29 game in Memphis, Tenn., was reached only
after considerable deliberation.
Cause of the hesitation by the Notre Dame administration was the 6-5 record by Coach Gerry
Faust's Irish, who offered to back out if Liberty
Bowl officials wanted some other team in the wake
of Saturday's 23-22 loss to Air Force.
On Sunday, however, Reggie Barnes, a Liberty
Bowl spokesman, said, "We want Notre Dame all

the way. We decided last week to invite them win,
lose or draw."
Then Sunday night, Irish team members voted to
accept the invitation, and Notre Dame officials met
Monday to consider the bid.
After Saturday's loss, Faust and several players
said they still would welcome the opportunity to
participate in the bowl game.
Notre Dame's first bowl appearance was in the
1925 Rose Bowl, where the Irish beat Stanford 27-15.
For many years thereafter, the school policy was
against any bowl appearances, and the next bowl
game was in 1970 when former Coach Ara
Parseghian's Irish lost to Texas in the Cotton Bowl.

Higgs under pressure; Madisonville coach resigns
OWENS'BORO, Ky.
( AP ) — Owensboro star
running back Mark Higgs
says he has plans to visit
Tennessee, Indiana and
Kentucky after he ends
his high school career in
the Class 4A state championship game Nov. 26.
Higgs, Kentucky's alltime leading rusher, says

he also has plans to visit
MADISONVILLE, Ky. compiling a 42-32 record.
UCLA and Florida.
(API — Steve Tweddell, His best season was this
He said he is receiving the head football coach at year when Madisonville
a lot of pressure to stay in Madisonville High went 10-0 during regular
Kentucky and play for the School, has resigned to season and was ranked
enter private business in No. 1 in Class 4A for
Wildcats.
Henderson.
several weeks in the
"Everybody in town
tells me to stay home,
Tweddell's resignation Associated Press high
even the governor of Ken- as teacher and coach school poll.
tucky," Higgs said.
becomes effective Dec.
Madisonville was upset
16.
6-3 by Owensboro in the
l'weddell served as first round of the
head coach seven years, playoffs.

More protection
to homeowners
who have more
to protect...
at low
preferred rates

Here's a new homeowners policy that
guarantees replacement or repairs for your
home and personal property at full current
cost. No deductions. No depreciation.
It's the HOME DEFENDER Homeowners
Policy from State Auto Insurance Companies
... providing you financial defense for your
home against any risk of physical loss, except
flood or earthquake And earthquake coverage
may be added at minimal cost.
There's a host of other built-in coverages,
including $100.000 personal liability; $2,500
coverage for jewelry. furs; $2,500 coverage
for silverware, goldware, coverage for trees,
shrubs, plants; coverage for theft from
unlocked vehicles; credit card coverage,
money and securities coverage
The DEFENDER is a truly deluxe
homeowners policy providing more protection
to those with more to protect. And you'll find
the rates surprisingly competitive.

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE
407 Maple
753-4451
stag. Autocompani.

ing against a zone
defense and I hit 32 of 42
from the field in about an
hour's practice. It felt
good and I've got high
hopes of playing Saturday — but I'll take a win
any way we can get it." Key played point guard
Saturday against UMSL's
zone, but Carrier usually
has him as the second
guard on the wing.
The Kangaroos don't
have much height with a
starting lineup featuring
a couple of 6-7 players
and a 6-9 reserve.
Carrier favors a running game featuring the
team's second-leading
scorer and top rebounder
from last year — 6-6 forward Joe Washington
who averaged 14.8 points
and 7.9 boards per outing.
Although M-KC plays a
primarily lower division
schedule, the 'Roos make
a trip to Southern IllinoisCarbondale, Monday,and
the team has a west coast
swing after Christmas
playing Tulsa, Pepperdine and LoyolaMarymount in Los
Angeles.
CoBege Basketball
Here are this week's basketball
games involving Kentucky's major college and university teams
Friday
Tournaments
Wendy's Classic
At Western Kentucky
Sernifinabi
Georgia vs. Middle Tennessee
Georgia St. vs. W Kentucky
Saturday
Tournaments
Wendy's Classic
At Western Kentucky
Cawolation Game
Championship Game
Regular Season
Louisville at Kentucky
Tennessee Wesleyan at Morehead
Missouri-Kansas City at Murray
E. Kentucky at Cincinnati

HOMECOMING — Former Calloway County Laker Dan Key will be returning
to his old stomping grounds, Saturday, when his Missouri-Kansas City teammates take on Murray State at Racer Arena, 4:30 p.m Key, a 6-2 sophomore, is
seeing action this year as a reserve point guard and second guard for the 1-1
Kangaroos.
File photo by Jim Rector

Nebraska No.1;top nine unchanged
By Herschel Nissenson
AP Sports Writer
Led by 11-0 Nebraska,
the top nine teams remained the same today
for the second week in a
row in the Associated
Press college football
poll, while Air Force
made the Top Twenty for
the first time in 11 years
and East Carolina cracked the rankings for only
the second time ever.
With 59 of the 60 sports
writers and sportscasters
on the AP's nationwide
panel voting, Nebraska,
which has been No. 1 in
every poll this season,
received 58 first-place
ballots and 1,179 of a
possible 1,180 points. The

Orange Bowl-bound Cornhuskers were idle last
weekend and close out
their regular season
Saturday at Oklahoma.
Runner-up Texas, No. 2
for the 10th consecutive
week, defeated Baylor 2421 to earn the host spot in
the Cotton Bowl. The
Longhorns, who wind up
their regular season
Saturday at Texas A&M,
received the other firstplace vote and 1,118
points.
Third -place Auburn
was idle and received
1,052 points. The Sugar
Bowl-bound Tigers meet
Alabama in Birmingham
on Dec. 3.
Illinois, the No. 4 team,

Radle! 6( COMPUTER
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GIVE A TRS-80° COLOR COMPUTER
THIS CHRISTMAS!
Save15995

as
seen
on TV
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Less
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nesota 61-10 and receiving 647 points.
The Second Ten consists of Florida, Clemson,
Alabama, Ohio State,
Boston College, Pittsburgh, Maryland, Air
Force, West Virginia and
East Carolina.

Six stations,
broadcast
UK-U of L game
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Six stations that
serve Kentucky will
carry Saturday night's
college basketball matchup between Kentucky
and Louisville in Rupp
Arena, in addition to
WTBS, that Atlanta station that bought the rights
to the game.
WAVE -TV in
Louisville; WKYT-TV in
Lexington; WFIE in
Evansville; WBIR in
Knoxville; WSMV in
Nashville and WXIX in
Cincinnati also will carry
the game.
Also, WAVE and
WKYT have bought
rights from WTBS to
carry the Wildcat's Hall
of Fame Bowl battle with
West Virginia on Dec. 22.
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• Use Instant-Loading Program PakT"
Cartridges to Play Games, Teach
the Kids or Perform Personal Tasks
•Learn to Write Your Own Programs
with the Included Tutorial Manual
•16K Memory •Color BASIC Language
•Attaches to Your Own Television
• Now Available! 62/waYawilve
Learning Programs for Ages 5-15
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TRS-80 Joystick Controllers

Computer Cassette Recorder

Add greater playing control to many Color Computer games. 026-3008
Wait Cksney characters ate trademarks of Weil Dieney. Inc

5995

Store your own programs
and data on cassette tape

with our CCR-81. 026-1208

Old Newpapers
Saturday
It would help the Scouts if the papers were bed.in 18" high
bundles, however loose papers will still be accepted.

All rights reserved

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer
Most Stores Open Late Nights Until Christmas
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Boy Scout
Troops
13,45 & 77
Will Pick Up

Save Up to 50% on Selected Color Computer Program Paks!
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clinched its first Big Ten
title in 20 years by
defeating Northwestern
56-24. The Illini, headed
for the Rose Bowl,received 977 points.
Fifth -place Miami,
Nebraska's Orange Bowl
opponent, completed a 101 regular season a week
ago. The Hurricanes got
962 points.
Sun Bowl-bound
Southern Methodist held
sixth place with a 17-0 victory over Arkansas and
totaled 878 points. The
Mustangs play Houston
Saturday in Tokyo.
Seventh-place Georgia
was not scheduled last
wewekend. The Bulldogs,
who meet Texas in the
Cotton Bowl, wind up
against Georgia Tech on
Saturday. They received
776 points.
Eighth-place Michigan,
Auburn's Sugar Bowl foe,
edged Ohio State 24-21
and received 761 points,
while the losers dropped
from 10th to 14th.
Brigham Young remained No. 9 with a 55-7
rout of Utah. The
Cougars, who face
Missouri in the Holiday
Bowl, got 686 points.
Rounding out the Top
Ten, Gator Bowl-bound
Iowa moved up from llth
to 10th by crushing Min-
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Sabre boxers
win one bout
in Covington

Rocky,Jr., son of boxer Marciano,
never aspired to make ring career

KIRKSEY —
Three
By WILL GRIMSLEY
She recalled Dad was carrying a brown paper bag.
members of the Sabre
AP Special Correspondent
After the movie,they came home and suddenly Dad
Boxing Club in Kirksey
Young Rocky Marciano, Jr., never aspired to be a
remembered he had left the bag in the movie. He
traveled to Covington,
heavyweight boxing champion like his famous dad was upset. 'Don't worry,' my sister told him, 'I
Tenn., Saturday and
he just wants to be somebody of whom his late
brought it.'"
returned with an victory
father would be proud.
Relieved, Marciano opened the bag to reveal it
by amateur Eddie Patter"I was only a year and half old when he died in
contained $44,000 in cash.
son.
that plane crash," said the 15-year-old offspring.
After Marciano's untimely death, there were
Patterson, a 151"He never saw me walk. He was on his way home
reports that he had money stashed away of which
pounder, defeated Bobby
for his birthday party and my mom was so proud he
he had made no record or told the family.
Jones of Memphis to inwas going to see me take my first steps.
"He never made a will," young Rocky said. "He
crease his ring record to
"It's one of the sad things I think about most."
didn't anticipate a sudden accident like this. He left
4-1.
Marciano, 46, retired undefeated, was headed
only a few stocks and bonds. No insurance. There
Jones took three manhome in a small private plane of a friend when the
was no accounting for the other $4 million or so he
datory 8-counts after Patplane crashed a mile from the Des Moines, Iowa,
earned.
We tried tracers for years but now we've
terson knocked him down
airport in 1969.
given up."
in each of the three
"There were a lot of ironic things connected with
Rocky, Jr., said his father was very frugal, with
rounds.
his death - almost eerie," added the youngster who
no expensive tastes,"no fleet of cars and no jewelry
The first knockdown
flew to New York from his home in Fort Lauderdangling from his neck and wrists." But apparently
came on a left-right-hook
dale, Fla., to make a presentation Monday of the
he was overly protective of his money.
combination that sent
annual Rocky Marciano Award to former mid"They tell he vowed he would never work in a
Jones sprawling. Patterdleweight champion Gene Fullmer at the
shoe
factory, like his father and would get his father
son suffered a cut above
Downtown Athletic Club.
out as soon as he could," the boy added. "He loved
one eye on an accidental
"Dad had a ticket to fly home from Chicago when
his family.
butt in the first round, but
a friend asked him if he would do him a favor and
"My mom told me that when Dad came home at
recovered and dominated
make a talk in Des Moines. He said he would fly
night he would want to wake me up in my crib, but
the rest of the fight.
Dad home in his private Cessna. They say Dad
my mom wouldn't let him. Then he would ask her to
The decision was
could never say 'no' to a friend, so it cost him his
get him a glass of water. When she came back she'd
unanimous for Patterson.
life."
find him bouncing me on his knee."
Twelve-year-old Darrin
Rocky, Jr., said the crash did not actually occur
Young Marciano is an offensive tackle on his high
West, a 95-pound Sabre
on his father's birthday but again it did, providing
school football team and catches on the baseball
member, fought William
another ironic twist to the tragedy.
team.
Pedigrew of Ripley,
"You see, my Dad was born Sept. 1, 1923 but my
"Dad was a catcher when he was young," he said,
Tenn., losing the decision
mother, Barbara, five years younger, was born
"even scouted by the Chicago Cubs but his throwing
despite a strong finish.
Aug. 30," he explained. "They decided to split the
arm went bad. So he became a fighter."
Pedigrew was seeing
difference and always observe both of of their birRocky, Jr., and his sister are involved in
action in his third fight
thdays Aug. 31.
establishing a Rocky Marciano Museum in Fort
while West was a rookie,
"That's the date the plane crashed. Five years
Lauderdale and they hope to influence the Post Ofclimbing into the comlater, on the same date, Mom died of cancer."
fice to put out a commemorative stamp.
petitive ring for the first
Rocky, Jr., said he was too young to remember
"No,I never felt any pressure from the other kids
time.
his father but had boned up on old Ring Magazines,
because
of my name," he said. "You know, people
CHIP
OFF
THE
OL'
ROCK — Mary Anne Marciano poses with Alexis Arguello, movie reels and
Pedigrew forced the
other sources.
forget quickly and kids my age just say, 'Rocky
holding
the
trophy
named
after
the
late,
great
fighter
Rocky Marciano, Mary
fight the first two rounds
"My sister, Mary Anne, who is 15 years older than
Who?'
Anne's father. The honorary trophy was given to Arguello last year and is sym- me,
until West got his bearhas told me a lot of stories," he said. "I really
"It's different with the coaches. They expect to be
bolic
of
ring
success
but
also
character
and
contributions to society.
ings and retaliated in the
treasure them.
like my father -strong, tough and a winner. That's
AP file photo
third. West lost the deci"She said once she went to the movies with Dad.
what I want to -for Dad's sake."
sion.
Trainer-coach Shawn
Simmons fought Willis
Easley of Memphis, a
veteran of 32 fights, and
lost a unanimous decision.
It was Simmons' third
straight loss, dropping
his overall record to 8-5.
An AP Sports Analysis
heavyweight champion- championship, then it knockout was blamed on
National Football League
Easley backed SimBy ED SCHUYLER
ship to George Foreman. looks to be a champion- a pinched nerve in his
Houston
4 7 .364 3
National Basketball Asoocuition
All Times EST
mons on to the ropes in
Kansas City
4 7 .364 3
EASTERN CONFERENCE
American Conference
AP Sports Writer
Father and son laughed ship fight. If Holmes neck, and Frazier underPacific
Dsion
Atlantic Division
East
the second round and a
LAS VEGAS, Nev. when reminded of the in- wins, he remains cham- went surgery in 1981 to
Los Angeles
9 2 .118 —
W L T Pct. PF PA
W L Pct. GB
solid right lead stunned (AP) — Joe and Marvis cident.
Portland
1 4 .037 1,
MLA=
8 3 .777 —
5
8 4 0
relieve the injury.
pion.
867 282 181 Philadelphia
Seattle
7 6 .531 3
Buffalo
9 4 .112 —
7 5 0 .513
247 Boston
the Kirksey coach. After Frazier remember the
But he didn't fight in
They laugh easily and
Also, if Frazier beats a
6 6 .500 3's
Baltunore 6 6 0 .500 196 272 New York
7 5 .513 1'5 Golden State
an 8-count, Simmons night 10 years ago in warmly, but they talk champion who has not 1982 because of viral
San Diego
57.417 4,
New England6 6 0
5
6 5
545 2
500 737 232 New Jersey
Phoenix
4 7
364 5
N.Y. Jets
5 6
5 7 0
455 3
417 256 254 Washington
fought back gamely, but Kingston, Jamaica, when seriously about boxing.
lost in 44 pro fights and pneumonia.
Monday's
Games
Central pillion
Central
iirelbe-third round-Easier Marvis, then- 12; moved
No games sdieduleit
6 S. .040 —
He returned to action -.Pittsburgh 9 3 0 750 WI 196 Atlanta
-So Joe, the manager- ti as in-ati-e 16 title
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland
7 1 MS 7 5 0
583 252 141 Milwaukee
again had him cornered close to the boxing ring trainer, and Marvis, the. defenses, it's going to be Feb. 8 with a fifth-round
at New York, 8 p.m
Boston
Cincinnati 5 7 0
II I .310
417 278 225 Detroit
and controlled the fight and told his father to get unbeaten, untested difficult for the WBC to knockout of Amos Houston
Detroit
Philadelphia, 7 35 p in
at
Chimp
.400
4
1 11 0
8
1,
,
063 813 356
Golden State at Washington. 7 .35
Indians •
3 I .773 3
West
throughout.
-serious.
challenger, don't think convince the public that Haynes. He then knocked
LA.Raiders 9 3 0
2 10
167 4,
5 P.m
750 319 MS Cleveland
Al Colley was the Sabre
Indiana at Atlanta. 7.40 p.m.
"He told me, Dad, quit it's a joke that 23-year-old he is not the new cham- out Mike Cohen in two
Denver
WESTERN CONFERENCE
7 5 0
583 230 2223
San Antonf0 at Dallas,8 - 35 p.m.
Seattle
Midwest Division
6 6 0
500
301
296
comerman
,kiddin',' "said Joe.
rounds and won 10-round
Marvis is fighting Larry pion.
Phoenix at Houston, 8:40 p.m.
Kansas City 5 7 0
7 4 .06
417 243 244 Dallas
The next engagement
San Diego at Kansas City.8,35 p.m.
San Diego
On that night, Jan. 22, Holmes, the unbeaten
6 5 .$65 1
4 8 0
333242 345 Denver
To get ranked, a fighter decisions over Broad and
Utah at Lou Angeles. 10 30p.m.
Antonio
San
5
7
.417
National
24
Conference
for the Sabre Boxing Club 1973, Joe Frazier was World Boxing Council must have had 15 fights Joe Bugner.
Denver at Portland, 10.35 p.m.
Utah
5 7 .417 2,
5
East
is a fight night, Dec. 3, in knocked down six times heavyweight champion or fought two contenders,
10 2 0
In the Broad fight, Dallas
833 312 MO
Waahington 10 2 0
833 414 255
Oceola, Ark.
and lost the world Friday night.
said Jose Sulaiman, the Frazier took a hard right St.
Louis
5 6 1
45029.
356
Philadelphia 4 1 0
They do think it's a joke WBC president. Frazier, early in the fight, then
333 172 223
N.Y. Guints 3 8 1
292 215 262
National Hockey League
that the World Boxing 10-0, has not fulfilled almost dropped Broad
Calgary 7. Lou Angeles 4
Central
All Times EST
Tuesday's Games
with a left hook. Frazier
Council will not recognize either requirement.
.
, Minnesota 7 5 0 583 265 285
Wales Conference
Boston at Montreal. 7 35 p.m
Detroit
6 6 0
500 257 244
Patrick Division
Marvis as champion if he
The question is whether who fights at about 200 Green
Quebec at N V Islanders,8 05 p m
Bay 6 6 0
500 324 332
W L T Pts GF GA
Toronto at St Lotus.8 35 p m
5 7 0
beats Holmes because Frazier should even be pounds, gave away 30 Chicago
417 2201 223 NY Riuigers 14 5 3 31 97 76
Tampa Bay 1 11 0
003
158
286
Isles
NV
13
8 0 26 91 76
/
4
Frazier is not in their top matched against Holmes. pounds to Broad and 371
West
Phdadelptua 12 7 2 26 M 72
LA. Rams 7 5 0
"I was the top amateur to Bugner.
10 rankings. But the WBC
583 278 269 Washington 9 12 0 18 69 80
NEW YORK 1AP) —
NEW YORK (AP) — Strawberry, who was the will declare the
San F mese+) 7 5 0
583324 222 Pittsburgh
5 13 3 13 63 &I
But Holmes, who pro- New Orleans 6 6 0 SOO 258 271
title va- (heavyweight) in the
New Jersey 2 18 0
After his first month in No. 1 overall pick in the cant if Holmes loses.
4 54 102 Center Wayne Gretzky
bably
Atlanta
5
weigh
will
country,"
7
0
.417
in
247
the
said
266
Marvis,
Is it
Adams Diviner
and right wing Jani
the major leagues, Dar- 1980 amateur free agent impossible for
Monday's Game
Boston
13 4 2 M 96 58
a and "if I hadn't been sick, low 220s, is not Broad or
New York Jets 31, New Orleans 23
Buffalo
7 3 25 79 76 Kurri of the Edmonton
11
ryl Strawberry of the draft, began the season heavyweight champion
Bugner.
iliorsday's Games
to I would have had a title
Quebec
10 10 3 n 112 88
Oilers, the National
New York Mets was a lot with Tidewater of the In- engage in an over-the- fight by now."
Pittsburgh at Detroit, 12:30 p.m.
Montreal
9 10 1 19 85 81
However, the Fraziers
75
St. Lotus at Dallas, 4 p m.
Hartford
8 9 2 18 69
Hockey League's top two
closer to being back in the ternational League and weight-limit fight as
Sunday. Nov. 77
Frazier was 51-2, with don't think the 34-yearCampbell Obiderence
scorers, were named co
minors than becoming hit .333 in 16 games. With lighter weight champions 25 knockouts, as
Minnesota at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Norris Division
an old Holmes is as good as
San Francisco at Chicago, 1 p.m.
Minnesota 10 II 2 22 94 96 winners of the Player of
the National League's the Mets struggling and can do? So
New England at New York Jets, 1 Chicago
if a amateur. One loss came he used to be.
10 10 1 21 12 87
the Week award.
Rookie of the Year.
the team's attendance heavyweight champion when he was knocked out
Toronto
9 10 2 20 86 96
"He's been a cham- P.m.
Houston at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m
Detroit
7 10 2 16 69 80
Gretzky scored three
Yet Strawberry, who sagging, he was called up loses a fight, he cannot be in 21 seconds by James pion, but now it's time to
Philadelphia at Washington, 1 p.m
St. Louis
7 11 2 16 71 86
goals and added eight
spent the first month of to the majors May 4.
Baltimore at Cleveland. 1 p.m.
Smythe DIViSAMI
champion.
Broad in the 1980 U.S. move on," said Joe
Buffalo at Lou Angeles Rams,4 p.m. Edmonton 18 3
1 37 139 89 assists in two games last
the 1983 season in Class
But in his first 24 games
If Holmes can lose the Olympic Trials. The Frazier. "We've all been
Calgary
9 9 3 21 76 86
week, while Kurri colAAA, overcame his early for the Mets, he batted
New York Giants at Los Angeles Vancouver
9 11 1 19 91 94
there. I move along, and Raiders.
4 p.m.
Los Angeles 7 10 5 19 92 99 lected seven goals — inproblems and on Monday just .161 with three home
now it's his time to move
Denver at San Diego. 4 p m.
Winnipeg
6 13 2 14 86 107
cluding five in one game
was rewarded when he runs and nine runs batted
Kansas City at Seattle, 4 p.m
on."
Monday's Games
Green Bay at Atlanta,4 p.m.
Edmonton 7, Winnipeg 6
—and nine points.
won the NL Rookie of the in.
Not yet, Joe. Not yet.
Year award by a large
Then, Strawberry
margin in voting by the began working constantly
NASHVILLE, Tenn. quarterback. sack and
Baseball Writers with Jim Frey, the Mets' (AP) — Tennessee Tech broke up
a pass as well as
Association of America.
batting coach and now linebacker Jeff Daughtry causing a fumble in
"With all the pressure manager of the Chicago has been selected as the Tech's
12-8 upset of Midthere was when I came Cubs, and results follow- Ohio Valley Conference's dle Tennessee
State.
up, I was pleased I could ed. Strawberry finished defensive player of the
Black carried a conturn it around," the season by hitting .313 week while Akron runn- ference
record 52 times
Strawberry said. "I in his final 54 games and ing back James Black and gained
295 yards and
never questioned my set team records for most and Morehead State scored one
touchdown as
potential."
home runs and runs bat- quarterback Mike Hanlin Akron defeated Austin
The gangly outfielder ted in by a rookie and share the offensive honor, Peay 26-3.
Here's a new homeowners policy that
was the only player nam- most home runs by a left- league officials announcHanlin hit on 20 of 29
guarantees replacement or repairs for your
handed
hitter.
ed Monday.
ed on all 24 ballots — two
passes for 318 yards and
home and personal property at full current
"I couldn't be happier
Daughtry, a 5-foot-9, two touchdowns and also
from each NL city — and
cost
No deductions No depreciation
collected 18 first-place for him," Frey said. "My 206-pound senior from rushed for another score
It's the HOME DEFENDER Homeowners
votes, five seconds and only concern is trying to Gainesville, Ga., made in Morehead State's 27-20
Policy from State Auto Insurance Companies
one third for a total of 106 figure out how to pitch to four tackles, ten assists, victory over Youngstown
providing you financial defense for your
three tackles-for-loss, one State.
points. That far out- him next year."
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Family of killed invasion pilot sorts out feelings, continues lives

FORT CAMPBELL,
Ky. (AP) — "Daddy
gone," Anne Marie Lucas
chirped as she happily
scuttled around, displaying the energy, the vitality — and the innocence —
that only a child
possesses.
Daddy gone ... Daddy
gone ... bye-bye, Daddy,"
said the redheaded girl,
as she pranced to the
doorway of the Lucas

family residence at Fort
Campbell and pointed
toward the sky.
The clatter and roar of
helicopters engaged in
afternoon training filled
the bright autumn sky.
Apparently, the choppers
triggered Anne Marie's
comments, making her
think her daddy was flying.
Or perhaps she was trying to steal some of the at-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

I

ACROSS
1 Ugly, old
woman
4 River in
Germany
9 Native metal
12 Transgress
13 Artists stand
14 Armed
conflicts
15 Domain
17 Unmarried
women
19 Oceans
21 Chinese
pagoda
22 Leaves
25 Halts
29 Diphthong
30 Capers
32 Great Lake
33 Anger
35 Chairs
37 Spread for
drying
38 Location
40 Bog down
42 Symbol for
cerium
43 Periods of
time
45 Rubberbottomed
footwear
47 Mohammedan name
49 Causeway
50 Hold chair of
authority
54 Web-looted
birds
57 Organ of
hearing
58 Molars
60 Crony
colloq
61 Veneration
62 Transactions
63 Resort

DOWN
Answer to Previous Puzzle
1 Pronoun
2 Exist
M 00 MUM MUD
3 Clutch
UMU BUG= MM
4 Comments
UMUUUL MUUMUU
5 Exclamation
UMW OU
6 noctrine
7 Tidy
ODOM OM UMW
8 Man s name
MU UMUUMWOO
9 I3e in debt
AO UOU OUU U A
10 Hurried
AUMUCCUID DO
11 Bitter vetch
QUO NOW U000
16 Meadows
UV MOOD
18 Tropical fruit
LAMM OUULDOU
20 PigpenS
AOL 00121013 NOO
22 Field flower
R 0 El MOM EMI
23 Uncanny
24 Ankle covers
26 Worthless
39 Periods of
50 Edible seed
leaving
, time
51 Uncooked
Fragment
27
\Si Body of
52 Before
28 Hebrew
\ water
53 Lamprey
festival
40 Narrow
55 Weaken
31 Remain erect 1 openings
56 Guido s high
34 Greek letter 46 Retains
note
36 Winter
48 Mental
59 Symbol for
vehicles
tellurium
mage
2
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tention which was being
She had no idea that her
focused on her mother, husband was out on
Paula, who was anything more serious
courageously fielding the than a routine training
questions and con- mission, until she heard
dolences of a stream of the first report that U.S.
well-wishers and media troops had invaded
representatives.
Grenada.
At 23 months old, Anne
"When the news broke,
Marie probably has no I had a lot of fear. I sat
idea how right she is.
glued to the television set.
Capt. Keith Lucas, 26, I was looking for Black
was a helicopter pilot at- Hawks, but hoping I
tached to the 101st Air- wouldn't see any. I was
borne Division (Air hoping nobody from Fort
Assault) at Fort Camp- Campbell was there. And
bell.
then, I saw the Black
During the first day of Hawks.
fighting in the United
Lucas piloted Black
States' invasion and Hawk helicopters, which
takeover of Grenada, he were used to ferry
died. He was the only Ranger and Marine
Fort Campbell soldier troops in and around batreported killed in the in- tles on Grenada.
vasion, although six
"Of course, just seeing
others have been the helicopters didn't
reported wounded.
mean anything. But it
Now, Paula Lucas, 25, made me worry more,"
must try to sort out her she said.
feelings and her life as
While wondering if her
she learns to deal with the husband — or any of their
death of her husband.
friends — might have
And the attractive been participating in the
young woman does so in a battle, Paula tried to gain
brave manner, only some understanding of
breaking into tears while the invasion.
discussing one subject —
"I was trying to make
her family.
up my mind as to whether
Not only will Keith our being in Grenada was
Lucas miss Anne Marie's right. But the more I saw
second birthday in of it, it looked like it was
December, he also will right and necessary."
miss the birth of his seThen she was told that
cond child. Paula is ex- her husband was dead.
pecting in late January.
Of course, there was
"That's the hardest shock and sadness. She
part ... that's where it will carry that sadness
gets touchy .... My fears with her always, as she
are for the children and will carry the pride in her
their facing the future," husband and try to pass
said Paula, her voice that pride on to her
breaking slightly. And children.
then she regained her
"If he had to go, I'm
composure, smiling very proud that he went
bravely as she talked -the way he did. He was
about the events of the very proud of what he
past weeks.
did, very dedicated to the

,r0U KNOW

WHAT `A)U
SHOULD DO YOU
SHOULD WRITE A
THANK561VINti STORY...
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GREAT!

Suddenly,a turkey
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IN FACT, I THINK
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ONE I'VE EVER °fFN

YO, GARFIELD!
WHAT'CI-IA POING?

men he served with," she military life, just the fear
"I have all the fears of dies."
said. "He was a wonder- of the risks involved in war that everyone
else
Meanwhile, Anne
ful man."
flying ... of accidents."
has ... I'm just glad to see Marie continued her hapKeith and Paula began
Now that the action in us pulling out and I hope py patter. "Daddy ...
dating in June of 1977,
the situation in Grenada Daddy ...," she said, as
while the two natives of Grenada has brought the ends there."
she kissed a photograph
greates
potentia
risk
t
of
l
Granite City, Ill., were
But the tragedy will of her father.
students at Washington military life home to her,
And as she prepared to
forever linger in the mind
University in St. Louis, she had one prayer.
go
outside to play, the
of
this
courage
ous young
Mo.
"I hope it will be resolvyoung
ster passed
"Keith went through ed," she said. "We did go woman, who helps ease
beneath
a framed needlethe
sadness
by talking
college on a four-year in. We did have
ROTC scholarship," said casualties. We did lose about the man she fell in point commemorating
the marriage of her
Paula. "And that meant men. Let's hope that they love with six years ago.
parents. The brightly
he had a four-year com- have doused that situa"He never had a dream flowered rectangle of
mitment to the Army in tion down there so that it he didn't pursue. He was
cloth hanging just inside
July of 1979."
will have been a wor- a very outgoing person. the
foyer of the home
The two were married thwhile effort. Let's hope He brought me out a lot,
bears a simple phrase:
the following April.
the problems down there too. He could know
"From this day for"He really was just aren't smoldering and somebody for a minute
ward — Paula and Keith
beginning to struggle ready to flare up again.
and they would be bud- Lucas — April 19, 1980."
with the idea of a career
outside the Army or to
stay in," she said. "There
is more money to be
made on the outside, but
he pretty much liked
NEW YORK (AP) — A before, and some
of those was one of the founders,
what he was doing. There
new book offers en- who write here are
by no and of which she is now
was good points and bad couragi
ng words from a means new to their
points in any job."
posi- editor and publisher.
group of women jour- tions.
Basically, he was in the
Another editor for
nalists in the vanguard of
The number of women whom it's in the family is
Army because it paid his
change and sharply editors is still small
way through school. But,
but it Barbara C. White, who
aware of its opportunities is growing. "Femal
he was "very patriotic,"
e col- describes herself as "one
and challenges.
lege students outnumber of a disappearing breed
according to his wife. And
"New Guardians of the males," writes
he was "hooked" on flyMrs. — a member of a Mom
Press," edited by Judith Clabes in her
ing.
introduc- and"Pop team which runs
G. Clabes, is subtitled tion. "Females
"He had wanted to fly
out- a familyowned
"Selected Profiles of number males,
period. newspaper." Her paper is
all of his life and he saw
America's Women Female journ
alism the Meriden, Conn.,
the opportunity for flying
Newspaper Editors." It students outnu
in the Army. He saw the
mber RecordJournal.
consists of 13 profiles, males. It makes
opportunities for travel
Then there is Ann
sense
each written about that practice will
catch Faragher, editor of the
and education. He knew
herself by a woman up with reality."
Herald Banner, Greenwhat he could get out of
editor — one of them Mrs.
All acknowledge that ville, Texas, who writes
the Army."
Clabes.
there is a long way to go that when she was was
Lucas and his wife
The women have one and that a great deal
knew there were risks.
of making career plans, bething in common: great effort is still needed,
until ing a newspaper editor
"Of course, there are
enthusiasm for their the time when no one
will was not an alternative
risks in being an aviator.
work. Otherwise, they any longer find reason
But the Army is a lot difto she considered — "And
represent the widest put together such a
book no one was more surprisferent than it was when I
ed than I when I became
was growing up. When I spectrum of situations, in as this.
the newspaper they work
What does it take?
a reporter."
was growing up, my
"Hard work,"says LinNancy Woodhull tells
whole impression of the for, their education, ex.perience and personal da Grist Cunnin
gham how she began to break
Army was the Vietnam
style.
bluntly. Mrs. Cunn- the rules by not finishing
War. But there wasn't a
There's Jennifer J. ingham, executive editor college
daily fear of war in my
and by taking a
Allen, editor of the 11,000- of the Trenton, N.J., job
as proofreader on a
circulation Daily Sun, Times, says she always local
newspaper instead.
19W United realweSyndfrole
Corsicana, Texas; Mrs. wanted to be a teacher She
still believes that en.
Clabes, editor of the She switched. Now she's thusias
m and intelligence
118,000-circulation Sun- also a mother — who
used count for more than colday Courier & Press, to telephone her baby
sit- lege.
Evansville, Ill., and Nan- ter so she could hear her
Luck can count, too, accy Woodhull, a planning baby cry and gurgle
— cording to Beverly Kees,
editor of USA Today with and she deals in detail executi
ve editor of the
its circulation of more with the problems of
com- Grand Forks, N.D.,
than a million.
bining family and career. Herald. But, "I have
From their diversity
"Failure has never figured out that the luck
the conclusion reached is been a word in my that
got me various jobs
/- 22
that there is no one way to vocabulary," writes Ms. over
the years was insucceed; there are no Allen, a journalism ma- variabl
MOVIE ?
y prompted by my
rules, and increasingly no jor whose formative own
WE WERE TALKING \
actions," she comlimits to what a woman years led to an early love ments.
ABOUT THE
journalist's aspirations affair with journalism.
SNACK BAR!
Ms. Kees makes
maybe.
"There was another another observation that
The use of the world child in the family," says epitomi
zes an important
"new" in the title Judith W. Brown, looking messag
e of this book.
signifies more than back. "It was the "There
is no question that
anything change, above newspaper and women
face some barall change in the numbers sometimes it got more at- riers
than men do not,"
of women editors getting tention than I did." The she writes,
"but it's not
to the top in journalism newspaper is the New the barrier
s alone that
today. Of course there Britain, Conn., Herald, of hold
us back. It's our
have been women editors which her grandfather belief
they will."
CASTING A CRITICAL
EYE ON A CAREER AS
A DOORSTOP

Restraining order opinions vary

stAm!
11 22
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FRANKFORT, Ky. state policies
and
(AP) — Attorneys for the priorities in the
area of
Kentucky Hospital health planning
and the
Association and the state delivery of health
serHuman Resources vices and include
s a limit
Cabinet disagree about on the amount of
hospital
the effects of a restrain- construction.
ing order that has been
Meigs, who had plannissued against the new ed to preside at the
hearthree-year state health ing, underwent
an
plan.
emergency appendecTerry Morrison, an at- tomy Thursday. He
is extorney for the state, says pected back on the
bench
that virtually all health next week and
Williams
planning on a statewide said he didn't feel
there
basis has been halted.
would be any harm in
However, Edgar delaying the proceed
ings
Zingman, an attorney for for a week, especia
lly in
the Hospital Association, view of the Thanksg
iving
says the restraining holidays.
order applies only to a
Zingman charged that
plan signed by Gov. John a meeting of the
CerY. Brown Jr. last sum- tificate of Need
and
mer and does not cover Licensure Board
,
all aspects of the health scheduled for last
week to
planning arena.
consider several hospital
Zingman even charged, construction and renovain a motion filed in tion projects, was
imFranklin Circuit Court properly cancelled
and
Monday, the Human the state has also refused
Resources Cabinet has to set hearings on
probeen acting illegally by jects scheduled for
connot proceeding with some sideration by the board
in
health planning ac- January.
tivities.
Zingman said the state
Franklin Circuit Judge also has improperly
Squire Williams declined refused to set a hearing
in
to hear a request by the connection with
the
sta
state Monday that he denial of federal benefits
dissolve the restraining for Marymount Hospita
l
order.
in London and Bapitist
Williams, filling in for Regional Medical Center
ailing fellow judge Henry in Corbin.
Meigs, set a further hear"None of the defening on the matter for Nov. dants' actions
were
28.
justified or required by
Meigs had issued the j,he temporary re_sttainrestraining order on Nov.Zing order," Zingrnan's
9 at the request of the motion said. "In fact, the
Hospital Association, actions ate illegal."
which is challenging the
Morrison said he will
validity of the health file a response to
plan.
Zingman's motion by
The plan establishes Wednesday. He refused

to elaborate on what the
response would say.
George Kent, director
for health planning in the
Human Resources
Cabinet, said he was acting under the presumption that the order is a
broad one after consulting with the attorneys.
"It is not limited, it includes about everything
we can do," Kent said.
Kent said the decision
to cancel the Certificate
of Need and Licensure
Board meeting was made
by the board's chairman,
Frank Burke, a former
Louisville mayor and
former U.S. Congressman.
"It was his view there
wasn't much we could do
if we had a meeting,"
Kent said.
Zingman charged that
the cancellation was a
retaliatory gesture aimed
at creating friction between the Hospital
Association and its
members who had projects pending before the
board.
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2. Notice

1, Legal Notice
I, the undersigned, will
no longer be responsible
for any debts other than
my own. Edward E
Johnson.

Best Prices
on
Wood Stoves

2. Notice
SHOP
[here the price 111
right.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 1201
752-5114S

I

Get the total picture. color portraits, black &
whites hand oils 8
passports
w
CARTER STUDIO •
753 8298 0
300 Main

BOOK

Your Christmas
Parties now at
Rudy's
Restaurant
753-1632
GOODMAN'S Art Shack
on the Tom Taylor Rd.
will open for the season
Nov. 19th. Register now
for free prints to be
given away Dec. 24th
Call 753-3173.
Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cod.-Buick
BZT House of Ceramics
will be open 5 nights a
week for your to make
your Christmas gifts or
to shop in our gift shop.

Have 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.
MICROWAVE with
meal sensor. Variable
cook power control
9ply .,S4/week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

6. Help Wanted

Call Tony
MURRAY RENTAL
SALES
753-8201
FAYES
MONOGRAMS
753-7743
Several styles and
colors available.
Fast service. Gift
Certificates!
SEND your packages
the easy way! Packing
or shipping something?
Use our convenient
service. We accept UPS
packages for shipment
at our downtown location. Court Square Antiques, Gifts and Interiors. Court Square,
Murray. 753-7499.

5. Lost and Found
LOST plain wood walking cane, with name,
Noma U. Dunn and D Y
Dunn, 1005 Fairlane Dr.
Please call 753-2523.
Reward.
Lost gray cat, black flea
collor with rabies tag. If
found call 753-3773.

6. Help Wanted
CHEF, must have 3
years experience. Send
resume to The Barn,
Box 341, S Fulton Tn.
38257.
HOUSEKEEPER
needed, 1/2 day twice a
week. Supply own transportation and references. Non smokers
only. Call 753-8842.

HMI WANT(r

Salesperson needed
who are self-starters
and goal oriented for
a career in ReeA
Estate. High earner,
potential. Will provide

1

sales training.
753-8146 for
pointment.
p

Call

ap-

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY REALTY
304$. 12th Street

Emerson Electric Company
located in Western Tennessee near
Ky. Lake is seeking qualified
canidates to fill the following
positions:
Senior Industrial Engineer.
Degree preferred, 2 years
experience in method, time, study
and assembly required, with
emphasis on workplace layout and
productivity.
Production Supervisor. Shift work
required. Experience in Industrial
supervision with background in one
of the following areas: Machining,
electrostatic painting, high speed
assembly.
All applicants must send
complete resume including salary
requirements to:
Director Public Relations
Emerson Electric Co.

P.O. Box 610
Paris, Tn. 38242
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LADY to live in with
PUT a Singer under the
and care for elderly
tree and the Sumbeam's
lady. Room, board,
Free. Murray Sewing
salary. Call 753-8850
Center, Bel Air Center,
days, 753-8990 nights.
Murray
NEEDED, full time
babysitter in my home
in North Elementary 22. Musical
area for 3 year old and 5
year old girls. M-F. Call BEGINNING 5 pc
753-0298 after 6p.m.
drum set, 759-1192.
WOMAN to live with STEREO with
and care for an elderly speakers Call 753 8857
lady. Room, board and after 5p m
salary. Days, 753-9868.
Nights and weekends,
24. Miscellaneous
753-6145.
Waitresses wanted,
experienced over 19 200 4"x5"x12" GLAZED
years, Apply in person tile, block patios borat the Barn, S Fulton Tn ders, 50 ea - 200 4x8x8"
fropm 9am-3pm glass blocks, $2 ea.
weekdays.
Right off 280 on main
road or call Ed, 1-5029. Situation Wanted
436-2743.
BABYSITTER in my 8x2 Shelf with storage,
home for 3-11 shift. $100. Showcase $125.
Must be depenable, Lawn Mower $60. Wheel
references. Call Barrow $20. all items
753-3030.
are in good shape and
EXPERIENCED pre- good buy. 103 Williams
school teacher availa- Ave, Murray. 1-5 PM
ble for babysitting day daily.
or evening. Mature, Acre portable building.
responsible, lots of TLC 8x12 storage building,
guaranteed. All ages. all wood, $695. 8x16 $895.
753-4996.
10x16 $1095. Free delivRESPONSIBLE mother ery up to 100 miles. Call
wants to babysit babies 247-7831.
and small children in CONVERTIBLE disher home. Experienced. hwasher, converts un759-1692.
dercounter, 3 automatic
Would like to clean cycles, handsome butcher block, $4.50/week.
houses 436-2380
Rudolph Goodyear, 75310. Business Opportunity
0595.
4 BAY Clean-up shop, FIREWOOD for sale.
air furnished-. Also Oak and Hickory, $25 a
large cornmerical rick delivered. Call
building. 1 1/2 miles out 753-3328 or 753-0211.
on 94 East. Eddie FOR sale custom cut
firewood, oak and
Morgan, 759-4541.
COMMERCIAL build- hickory. Call after
ing and 2 acre lot. Ideal 5p.m., 753-7783.
location, this 4500 sq. ft. Oak and Hickory
building has a 20x50 Firewood, 90 percent
shop area, 20x50 storage Split wood, $25.00 rick
area, gas heat and delivered. Call Days
central air conditioning. 753-3476, Night 436-2778.
Owner will consider Oak and Hickory
lease option. $55,000. firewood, delivered $25.
Call KOPPERUD a rick. Call 759-1145
REALTY,753-1222.
after 4 pm.
POTENTIAL $50,000- Pool tables, all slate
580,000 Per Year. delivered and set up
National company with acessories, new
based in Lexington and used. Milon Pool
looking for qualified full Table Sales and Ser
and part time dis- vices. 901-686-1177.
tributors in .1 county REFRIGERATOR,
17
area. If you are bored cu. ft., no frost, no
with your job, tired of fingerprint
textured
working for the other steel
doors. Only
person, call collect 606- 57/week.
Rudolph
231-7886. Investment Goodyear,
753-0595.
covered by inventory.
Seasoned hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
14. Want to Buy
530/rick delivered. Min.
Alum. cans, 100 lbs. or order-2 ricks. Call John
more, 24 cents. We pick Boyer at 753-0338.
up. Ed Sanitation and WOOD
for sale. Call
Recycling Center, 436753-5.463 or 753-0144.
2658.
We buy used Western
BABY Grand Piano. paperbacks
and religCall after 3:30, 753-7307.
ious books; rebind
USED air conditioners. books. We also imprint
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
Christmas cards,
napkins, books and
15. Articles Sale
leather goods. The
FOR Sale-Several sizes Bookmark, 119 S. 4th,
folding tables, folding 753-7222.,
chairs, fiberglass for
mobile home under- 27. Mobile Home Sales
pinning, desks, files, 12x60 2 BEDROOM,
executive chairs, central heat and air,
pickup tool boxes. Ross extra large kitchen,
and Sons Salvage, Mar- new carpet, 2 porches,
tin, TN 38237, phone antenna and light pole
901-587-2420.
included. Call 753-8666.
Man's 10 speed bike, 12X60 4 BR trailer,
Schwinn, like new, washer and dryer, wood
$85.00. Call 753-9706.
or electric heat, new
Room Divider Bar, well, 1/2 acre land.
solid maple, 7x6x18 $7,000. Near Coldwater.
inches, cabinets and Call after 4p.m.
shelves also a new 435-4129.
Eurika upright 12x65, 2 BR, 6 acres,
vacauum. Call 753-0309.
woods and barn, 1/2 mile
USED metal desk by north of Murray. 759Sky Liner (30" wide x 4588 or 753-7637.
59" long x 30" high) $100 14x70
MobiIe home, 3
at Scott Drugs
bedroom, 2 bath, extra
nice. 489 2143
3 Pc. BEDROOM suite PRICE REDUCED
with mattress and box 1978 14x70 Liberty, 3
springs, $150. 12" por- BR, separate dining
table color TV., $50. room, all gas, low
Call after 5p.m., 753- utilities, central air,
washer and dryer,
2208.
loaded with options,
9 DRAWER Bassett term negotiable,
exceldresser, mint condition. lent condition, $154 a
1 1/2 yr. old registered month. 759-4187.
Bassett hound. Call
ROOM TO STRETCH
762-235-4 after 4:30p.m.
and get in touch with the
AUTOMATIC washer earth but not far from
with 4 washing cycles. town. This 16 acres m/1
Water level control. and older mobile home
Only S5/week. Rudolph is easily assessible to
Goodyear, 753-0595.
town
Approximately
ENERGY efficent re- 3/4 of the land is
frigerator $200. 2 piece tendable with a pond
den suite $100. Apt size and creek. Partially
stove $75. Call 759-450.
fenced and ready for
SOLID oak table, 6 you. Contact CENchairs, buffet side TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
board and extra table. Realtors and get ready
for quiet living.
Call 753-5923.

for

16. Home Furnishings

An Equal Opportunity Employer

TM

it. Sewing Machines

Dr. John Golberg, P.S.C. Announces
Closing of his Medical Practice
in Orthopaedic Surgery
December 15, 1983
Dr. Golberg will be
relocating his practice in
Rhode Island the first of the
year
Medical records will be
-transferred according to the
patients' wishes upon office
visit or written request
before December 15 His of
fice is currently located at
300 S. 8th, Suite 308
Medal Arts Building.
•
"1 appreciate the understanding of my pa
tents in this most difficult decision Your soya;
ty and 'your referrals have allowed me to
establish a standard of which I wi remain pr,c,
ud

27. Mobile Home Sales

43. Real Estate

12x65, 2 BR, 6 acres,
woods and barn, I/7 mile Ir- Pm-dos & Thermion
north of Murray. 759
'narrows &
4588 or 753-7637.
Reel Estate
Soistliskla Coert Sq.
28. Mobile Home Rentals
Wormy, Kestiocky
2 or 3 BR, newly
753-4451
furnished, natural gas
1
or electric heat. Shady
Oaks,753-5209
MOBILE home rentals
as low as $95 and up
753-3280.
Appointments lode
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray, no pets 489for yaw coovindeoce.
2611.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
32. Apts. For Rent

Fell time soles
associates ironies
Mmes.
Ames Warty ... 153-7241
Marna hied . . 753-1171
loya Iletsworth . 153131
hoo
153-2117
Louisa lakv. . . . 753-1113
Praha Imo . 133-5125
ars

44. Lots for Sale

1 AND 2 bedroom apts.
50 ACRES of ground,
Furnished and un$15,000. Southwest,
furnished
Adults, no corner
of Calloway.
pets. Lease and deposit.
Trailer hook-up. 435753-9208 after 4p.m.
43471 BR furnished garage
BEAUTIFUL 4 acre
apt. Water/garbage
wooded lot northwest of
pickup furnished. 2
Murray. Perfect for
references required.
house or trailer. Must
Married couples only.
sell. 753-6185.
Call 753-8294.
ONE acre wooded lots,
1 Bedroom apartment
Call 759-4588 or 753-7637.
for rent. Appliances
furnished. Panorama TWO lots in
Shores. No pets or Gatesborough on Edinchildren. Lease, deposit boro, Southern exposand references re- ure, city water and
quired. 436-2484 or 753- sewer, $10,000 each
Call 753-4539.
7272.
1 EFFICIENCY apt., 1 45. Farms for Sale
BR apt, 1 mobile home,
singles only. Call 753- ROCK house three
miles west of college
5980 or 436-2456.
2 BR apt. upstairs, with eight acres of land.
unfurnished, 5041/2 Has three house trailers
South 6th. No pets. Call and two wells. House
753-8075 days, 435-4325 has three bedrooms,
dining, kitchen, living
weekends.
and one bath. Would
2 BR duplex, appliances consider
trading for city
furnished, $240/month, property of
equal value.
central air and heat, Call
753-1353
carpeted. 1703-8
Ridgewood. 753-0520.
46. Homes for Sale
ATTRACTIVE clean 2
BR duplex, all car- 3 BR frame house with 2
peted, appliances fur- acres, six miles Nornished, deposit re- theast of Murray, $25,
quired, Panorama 000. 437-4940.
Shores location. ATTRACTIVE home in
Available Dec. 1st. Call quiet residential
neighborhood. Three
436-2755.
Clean two bedroom bedroom brick ranch
furnished apartment on home with central
S 8th street. Low heating and cooling, den
with fireplace and neat
utilities. Call 753-3584.
as a pin, offered in the
NICE 1 BR furnished 540's throu9h KOPapt., water furnished, PERUD REAl_TY, 711
$135/month. 753-3949.
Main Street, 753-1222.
ONE and two bedroom BY owner. Beautiful /
apts. Furnished or un- BR home located in
furnished. Adults, no Gatesborough. Enjoy
pets. Lease and deposit. country living and the
753-9208 after /p.m.
city too. Priced far
ONE bedroom fur- below replacement
nished apt. Adults. No cost. Call 759-1303.
pets. Lease and deposit. CITY BOUND Call 759-4756 or 753-9208 COUNTRY HOME. If
after 4p.m.
you can't make up your
mind where to live, why
34. Houses for Rent
not enjoy both. Just
3 OR 4 BR house. 1603 minutes from town via
College Farm Rd. 492- Hwy. 641, this older
home and six acres will
8225.
Three bedroom house, make you feel you're
furnished, near Ky. out in the country.
Lake, washer and dryer Plenty of shade trees to
included, $200 Deposit sit under or sit on the
required. 753-896-4 after front porch and relax
and watch the world go
5p.m.
by. Come and let us
show you how you can
enjoy city
country
living. Phone 753-1492 CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.
5 miles east
FHA approved 3 BR
2 bedrooms, wall house, 5 miles 121 North
to wall carpet, cen- on 1/2 acre, stove and
tral beat wiheat dishwasher included.
$34,000. 489 2864
pump.
FOR Sale or Trade; 4
753-0858
BR, 3 bath home, 3
753-8943
years old, in Canterbury. 2400 sq. ft., living
area and 2 car garage.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Will trade for smaller
BOARS and gilts, Mur- home in town or county.
physboro III. Yorkshire 753-8324.
read for service, health GOOD, complete fencapproved. Homer ing encloses this 109
Jenkins, 618-684-6892
acre cattle farm with
year around water plus
38. Pets-Supplies
two ponds. Tobacco
41
/
2 MONTH old black barn, cattle barn, holdfemale Labrador Re- ing pen and loading
triever dog with papers, shoots. Beautiful cattle
doghouse included, or row farm at only
$100. 22 Marlin Lever $100,000. Roberts
action rifle with scope, Realty, 753-1651
$50. Selling because of IDEAL home for
illness. Call 436-5-439.
couple. Pine Bluff
AKC German Shepherd Shores. 759-1192.
puppies, 60 champioas LOOKING FOR A
in 5 generations AW GOOD BUY? You must
guard dogs. Call 55/- see this neat 2 bedroom
2153.
brick just listed and
AKC Registered Golden located on P2 acres m/1
Retriever, field trail and only minutes from
bred. Taking deposits at town It has a workshop
522-6321.
for dad and a game
AKC Registered Tiny, room for the children
miniture Dachshund Nice shady yard with
puppies, $75. each thru mature trees. You'll get
Nov 25th. Then untill your money's worth in
Christmas $125 each. this home! Call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Call 527-9700.
Peg's Parlor. All breed Realtors at 753-1492 and
dog grooming. 753-2915, see for yourself.
9 4P.m Peggy Gardner

HOUSE FOR
RENT

43. Real Estate

46 Homes for Sale

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

Lovely 3 BR brick,
large great room with
fireplace, 2 baths, kitchen/dining. Near
North Elementary. 1
acre lot. 759-4588 or
753-7637.
Lovely 3 BR brick,
large great room with
fireplace, 2 baths, kitchen/dining. Near
North Elementary. 1
acre lot. 759-4588 or
753-7637.
NEW brick, 3 bedroom
home for sale in Canterbury Estates. Quality throughout,
tastefully decorated,
central electric heat
pump, 2-car attached
garage, energy efficient
home. Owner will consider financing with
attractive terms, or will
consider trade for another home. 570's.
Phone 753-1222,
KOPPERUD REALTY.

1972 MOBILE CJ 5
Jeep, excellent condi
Call 1536555 or
tion
753-9648

Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears For free es
timates call 753-2310

PAINTING

51. Campers
1973 DODGE Midas
Motor Home, fully self
contained, new tires
and generator. Phone
527 1964.

WALL PAPERING

16 ft. Shasta
1973 camper.
Stove,
refrigerator,
sleeps 6.
$1,250
Call 753-1265

52. Boats-Motors

47. Motorcycles

LNTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

JIM DAY
Pointing
753-3716
ISREE EST.MA

McKinney Appliance
Service on all major
appliances. Wards,
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Tappen, /Admiral, G.E.
and alV others. No. 10
D
x
i
e
land Or 753-8505.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
irig, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753-0338

1980 Yamaha 400
Special windshield and
BOAT
sliding seat rest with
FOR SALE
rack. good condition,
$800. Call 753-6148.
1982 HONDA 110 A.T.C.,
17" duo 140 •
$600. Like new. 436-2606
Aluminum and Vinyl
Evinrude. Tilt,
or 753-7861.
siding and Aluminum
nice.
trailer,
1982 YAMAHA 750,
trim for all houses. It
Seca, 3,000 miles, like
new. Call 753-6259 after
stops painting.
4P.m•
Jock Glover
Can
1982 YAMAHA 125 3
753-1 S 73
Wheeler, excellent
•
759-1987
condition. Call 435-4199
SEWING Machine Re
after 6p.m.
pair. All makes and
'83 V-65 Magna Honda
models. Industrial,
Services
Offered
53.
only 1200 miles, excelhome and commercial.
lent shape, $3,200. '82
38 yrs. experience. All
CR25OR 3-Wheeler, V, •
work guaranteed. KenAlaimo Service Co.
200. '80 YZ 250 Yamaha,
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Alumina aid vinyl
perfect shape, $700. Call
Stella, Ky.
753-7627.
Cubs trim work.
SHG, Typing Service.
1972 Harley Davidson
P.O. Box 45 Call 753
btereoces. Call Will Ed
motorcycle, exceHent
0406.
bitty.
753-619.
condition, loaded with
extras. Call 8a.m -5p.m.
&D
436-5619.
APPLIANCE SERSanitation Service
Kenmore,
.
VICE
48, Auto Services
Weekly Pickups
W estinghouse,
Reasonable Rotes
5 QUART oil change, Whirlpool 21 years
Coll 436-2562
chassis lubrication, oil experience. Parts and
filter, complete safety Service. Bobby Hopper
after 6 p.m.
check. Only $11.99. Bob's Appliance Ser
Rudolph Goodyear, 753- vice 202 S. 5th St. Fire Wood. Seasoned
753-1872, 753-8886 oak, tree trimming and
0595.
ENGINES. '74 Datsun- (home).
removing hedges and
1800, '75 Rabbit-1600, '76
shrubs. Free estimates
Merrily
Fiat-128, '77 Datsun753-5176.
Perisi Ca.
1400, '76 Datsun-1400, '72
WET BASEMENT? We
Opal-1.1 Rally. 474-2325.
Specie:ie. in ei types if
make wet basements
FOR lease or sale, auto
dry Work completely
91041 Mint 91
•
611 abd
safety devise. Pattoned.
excirrinisi. Ere* estimates
guaranteed. Call or
Paul Crocker, 209 N.
write Morgan Con
les. 753-8411
5th, Murray. 753-3315.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Rm. 438-5874
409A, P /Ricca h, Ky
Kerosine Heater 9800
BTU with siphin pump Concrete -Block and 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
only $2.50 per week.
brick work. Large or
Rudolph's Goodyear. small jobs, garages, 1 Mobile Home Anchors,
753-0595.
basements, foundations
underpinning, roofs
and chimneys. 753-5476.
sealed, aluminum
49. Used Cars
GENERAL HOME
patio awnings, single
1971 VOLKSWAGON, 4 REPAIR. 15 years exand double carports.
door automatic trans- perience. Carpentry,
mission, $525. Call 753- concrete, plumbing,
JACK GLOVER
roofing, sliding. NO
6780.
753-1873
SMALL.
JOB
Free
TO
1974 BUICK Apollo, air,
Days
estimates.
753p.s., excellent condiWILL rake leaves. 753
tion. Call after 5p.m. 6973, nights 474-2276.
3711.
753-4831.
WILL do hauling and
Will haul white rock,
1974 HONDA, needs new
cleaning of attics,
motor, $50. Fur -look
sand, lime, rip rep and
garages and
bucket seat covers, $15.
basements. Free es
masonary sand, coal.
759-9637 or 753-8737.
timate. Call 436 5510
Coll Roger Hudson,
1975 OLDSMOBILE
Will rake leaves and
753-4545 or 753Cutlass Supreme,
clean out gutters. Call
6763.
$1,900. Call 753-4978
753.3111
after 5p.m.
•
1976 BUICK Electra L EE'S CARPET
Ltd., loaded, good con- CLEANING. Murray's
dition and appearance. only professional Car$1,700. Call 753-2206 pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
Rates.
Low, low
after 5p.m.
continuous local service
References.
Satisfied
1977 Firebird Esprite,
using the most powerful
blue inside and out, p.b.,
Free Estimates.
cleaning system made.
p.s., air, AM-FM stereo,
759- 1983
Hundreds of satisfied
cruise auto factory
customers.
wheels, white lettered repeat
Licensed and Insured. 56. Free Column
tires, 6,400 miles. $3,500.
We move the furniture
527-3845
free. Free estimates, 2.4 Free pet rabbits for pet
1978 DODGE Diplomat, hour service, 753-5827
purposes only. 753-4161.
4 dr. Station Wagon,
local, one owner,
ALONG UNE"'"'"'
automatic transmission, air, p.b., p.s., like
new condition. Phone
DISCOUNT COUPON, GOOD ON ONE
753-0114.
ITEM PER VISIT
1978 Z-28 Camaro, local
car, 65,xxx miles.
1st Visit
2nd Visit
3rd Visit
$4,250. Call 437-4808.
20% Oft
20%O44
10% Off
1979 COUGAR, bucket
inside Dining Only)
seats, console. 1972
Coupon Expires Dec. 30fh, 1983
DATSUN pickup truck.
NOT GOOD ON REDUCED PRICES
Call 753-0153 or 492-8738.
SEE FRIDAY'S PAPER
1981 CUTLASS
Broughm Diesel,
40,xxx miles, full
power,$6,000. 753-9706.
VW Beetle, good condition, some extras. 759We professionally clean everything with
/952 between 4-8.

1

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

DeVanti's COUPON

TLC

tte-

TENDER LOVING CARE

50. Used Trucks
1979 CHEVROLET van,
PS, PB, Air, exhaust
fan, raised roof, 46,000
miles, 1980 Chevrolet
diesel pickup, 33,000
miles, PS, PB, Air,
electric locks, power
windows, twin tanks,
Call
one owner
753-1279
1983 GMC Conversion
Van. $15,000 or best
offer. 753-8552.

Regular MAID service plus we protessionoily. leaf,
Carpets, wash Windows. Walls, etc. Strip & Wax
Floor.;
We Cater Parries and have Special Services for Sr
Citizens

LOCAL,MATURE,DEPENDABLE
759-9754

FREE ESTIMATES

759-1834

Annual Sale

6

Save Up To 50%

DAILY GOLD SILVER PRICES
1

REALTY
las Aaa MAW 753-4643
Nero Wiese
723-51116
lee LE.m
4364676
1912 Coliassir Road
Ilterrey, Iteeteeky 92911
1292173-118e
Amythee
308 t. UNISON
Seeker
Licensed & emakel

Silver
Gold
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
374.00 Yestorda y
(Illonod
Opened
Today
377.00 Today
Up
3.00 Up
Cemprinients of

GOLD
SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

We buy Gold
and Diamonds
tlz sirs
10 8
125 Sunday.

8.42
8.70
.28

Wye,
Doily

_HITCHING POST GIFT
SHOP
Aurora, Ky.
Tuesday-Saturday
10 am-5 pm
Sunday
1 pm-5 pm
Closed Thanksgiving Day.
474-2266

a
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Willis Green, Rites today
minister, dies for Cushman
at hospital
Services for Bennie Lee

•

Willis Green, 43, Hardin, died Monday at 10:15
a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, I aducah.
Mr. Green was serving
as minister of the Hardin
Church of Christ and as
director of the Marshall
County School for Exceptional Children.
He had served as
minister of Churches of
Christ at Bandana, Union
Hill, Oak Valley, Walnut
Grove, Ledbetter and
Oak Level.
Born April 6, 1940, he
was the son of the late
Rudelle Greene and
Leona Durard Green.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Judy Yates Green;
two sons, Randy Green
and Kevin Green, Hardin; two sisters, Mrs.
Donna Terry, Ledbetter,
and Mrs. Joyce Wilson,
Paducah; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
the Benton Church of
Christ. Tom Holland will
be officiate.
Active pallbearers will
be Bryan Jackson, Roy
Steele, Leon Lovett, Mike
Wyatt, Phillip Wyatt and
Mitch Henderson.
Honorary pallbearers
will be ministers, elders
and deacons of the Churches of Christ.
Burial will follow in
Darnall Cemetery.
In charge of arrangements is the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton,
where friends may call
after 2 p.m. today (Tuesday) until noon on
Wednesday when the
body will be taken to the
church.

Dewey Sirls'
services held
at chapel
The funeral for Sampson Dewey Sirls is today
at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel
of Linn-Vasseur Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev.
Heyward Roberts is officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Union Ridge Cemetery
near Aurora.
Mr. Sirls, 83, Rt. 5, Benton, died Saturday at
11:52 p.m. at Marshall
County Hospital there.
He was a retired
employee of Murray Division of Tappan Co., and
was a 50-year member of
Alford Lodge No. 925
Free and Accepted
Masons.
Born in Marshall County, he was the son of the
late A.M. Sirls and Mary
Ann Sirls. Two sons
preceded him in death.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Liza Sirls; one
daughter, Miss Louise
Sirls, Rt. 5, Benton; one
son, John Sirls,
Metropolis, Ill.; one
sister, Mrs. Vida Sweet,
Melber; one grandson,
Larry Sirls, Benton; four
great-grandchildren.

Mr. Rogers'
funeral held
on Monday
Final rites for Eugene
Rogers were Monday at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
John W. Archer officiated. Gus Robertson,
Jr., was soloist with
Richard Jones as
organist.
Pallbearers were
James Fain, Lancie Morris, Cody Caldwell, Glen
Kelso, Bobby Kemp and
Glenn Crawford. Burial
was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Rogers, 70, Rt. 7,
died Saturday at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. He was a
member of Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church.
He is survived by one
dabghter, Mrs. &Mach,
one son, Max Rogers,two
sisters, Mrs. Jerry Crist
and Mrs. Bob Burton;
three grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.

Needed construction on Kentucky's jails being studied

I

Cushman were today at
10 a.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. George
White officiated.
Pallbearers were Roy
Henry, Carlton Brantly,
Phillip Piazza, William
Murrah, John Coleman
and Jim Berlin. Burial
was in the McCuiston
Cemetery.
Mr. Cushman, 72, New
Concord, died Friday at
Westview Nursing Home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Vera Majors
Cushman; two
daughters, Miss Ruby
Cushman and Mrs.
Delores Ann Nix; one
son, Bobby Lee
Cushman; two sisters,
Mrs. Carl Stoelting and
Mrs. Anna Harris; three
brothers. Lewis, Thomas
and William Cushman;
five grandchildren.

FRANKFORT, Ky. proposed statewide jail proposals on how to raise costs by $5 to bring in additional funds for a
(AP) - A special study plan, which would include the money.
Committee members special bonding authoricommittee looking at 32 regional jails.
Kentucky's jail system
The staff said that is agreed that all of the ty.
The authority, created
will wrestle next month the estimated costs to br- money will not be
with the problem of ing all of the jails up to available during the 1984 by the 1982 General
Assembly, is funded with
where to get money to physical standards re- General Assembly.
The committee, ap, a special $5 court cost.
fund needed construction quired by the state Conwork.
rections Cabinet in the peared to be leaning The money is used to pay
The Special Jail Study area of health, safety and toward asking the debt service on revenue
legislators to raise court bonds that are sold to
Committee was told by its space.
The committee will
staff Monday that it will
cost nearly $82 million to meet Dec. 19 to make
bring the state's jails into final recommendations to
physical shape under a the Legislature, including
(EDITOR'S NOTE - his retirement, his lovely
The following was read wife, Martha Imes,
by Congressman Carroll became Postmaster in
Hubbard on the floor. of October, 1980-a position
the U.S. House of that she still holds.
Dr. Kit Wesler, Murray sity of Louisville An- Representatives.)
"John served his coun"Mr. Speaker, I speak
State University ar- chaeological Survey. The
try
in the United States
chaeologist, has publish- symposium was held in today in tribute to a good Army from 1941 to 1945.
Louisville
earlier
this
friend
and my constied two professional
year.
tuent, John Richard He was dedicated in his
papers in recent weeks.
Wesler's follow-up Imes, who died on Thurs- work with the communi"Trade Politics and
ty, and well loved by his
Native Politics in Iro- study to this article was day, November 10, in family and friends. He
quoia and Asante" was presented to the Murray, Kentucky, at the was a member of the
included in the October Southeastern Ar- ageof 65.
"Born March 6, 1918, in Flint Baptist Church in
issue of Comparative chaeological Conference
Calloway County. I was
in
Columbia,
S.C.,
Nov.
4.
Calloway
County, KenStudies in Society and
Wesler is the director of tucky, John Imes was proud to have known him
History, and internaMSU's
newly acquired Postmaster at Almo, and to have been his contional quarterly publishgressman.
ed by Cambridge Univer- Wickliffe Mounds Kentucky, from 1948 to
Research
Center.
September, 1980. Upon
"Survivors include his
sity Press. The article,
which the journal editors
call "a venturesome comparison," is the published
version of a paper that
was given an award by
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT- INVESTMENTS
the American
Ethnological Society in
1979.
Wesler's second paper
Gulf Oil
43 +/
3
4
Prices furnishes by First of
is entitled
I.B.M.
/
2
124/
3
4 -1
Michigan.
"Socioeconomic DistincJerico
18 -F-Ys
tions in NineteenthJ.C. Penney
60% unc.
Century Sites: Two Ex- Industrial Average
+5.90
Johnson & Johnson
42% +114
periments and a CauK Mart
381
/
2 -/
1
2
tion." it is based in part Air Products
/
4 +ki
441
Mary Kay Cosm
16/
1
4 -3
/
4
on information from Ashland
283
/
4 unc.
Penwalt
441
/
4 +1
/
2historic archaeological American Telephone
/
4
641
/
4 +3
Quaker Oats
59 unc.
sites in the Jackson Pur- Chrysler
/
4
281
/
4 +3
Sears
421
/
4 -43
chase.
/
4
1
4 +3
53/
Dupont
Texaco
35% -/
3
4
The paper is printed in Ford
661
/
4 -/
3
4
U.S. Tobacco.
341
/
4 -1
/
2
the "Proceedings of the G.A F
1
4
3
4 -/
15/
Wal Mart .4
44 +3
/
4
Symposium on Ohio General Dynamics
3
4
60 +/
Wendy's
20% +3
/
4
Valley Urban and General Motors
1
4
77% -/
Wetterau
19 +1
/
4
Historic Archaeology," General Tire
35/
3
4 +lye
A.L. Williams
/
4
13% -1
published by the Univer- Goodrich
32% unc.
/
2
333
/
4 +1
Goodyear
C.E.F. Yield
893

Tribute to Imes read by Hubbard

Two papers published

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Mrs. Story
dies; funeral
Wednesday
Mrs. Reva Story, 67,
1500 Dudley Dr., died
Monday at 9:55 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
A retired employee of
Merit Clothing Co.,
Mayfield, she was a
member of West Fork
Baptist Church.
Born Nov. 11, 1916, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Samuel T. Brewer
and Lois Robinson
Brewer.
Mrs. Story is survived
by her husband, Harvey
Story, to whom she was
married on Nov. 14, 1936;
two daughters, Mrs.
Ellwood (Sharron)
Brown, Jr., Rt. 7, and
Mrs. Don R. (Jo Nell)
Grubb, Camarillo, Calif.;
one sister, Mrs. Hal
(Geneva) Smith,
Kirksey.
Her six grandchildren
are Terry Lane Brown,
Timothy Wayne Brown,
Gina Lynn Brown,
Bradley Nelson Grubb,
Wendy Ellenette Grubb
and Amy Michelle Grubb.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Wayne Carter
and the Rev. C.J. Dexter
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Billy Smith, Billy Dale
Smith, Terry Lane
Brown, Timothy Wayne
Brown, Bradley Nelson
Grubb and Gary Kramer.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m.
today (Tuesday)

help with local jail construction and renovation.
The authority ill be
able to sell more than $20
million worth of bonds
from its original appropriation.
Those projects will
reduce the remaining
needs to around $60
million.

wife, Martha Churchill
Imes; two daughters,
Mrs. David (Becky)
Lanier of Murray, Ky.,
and Miss Susie Imes of
Nashville, Tn., and one
son, Kenneth C. Imes, of
Murray, a former (Ky.)
state representative for
Calloway and Trigg
Counties and now Deputy
Secretary of the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and
Enviromental Protection.
"I extend my personal
sympathy to the family
and friends of this fine
Kentuckian who was admired and respected by
those who knew him."
0
II
FA0

Stock market

Russellville
election won
by coin toss

STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTU AL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIP(

25" Diagonal
COLOR
CONSOLE
• Sharpness control • Custom
picture control • Set and forget
volume control • Coax cable antenna
Mediterranean
connector
•
cabinet constructed
styling
Of
genuine hardwood solids
wood
composition board & simulated woo°
accents

g3,

1984 Chevrolet Yon

$14,998.24 . .

DWAIN TAYLOR

4)

753-267HEVR 0 LET
641 SMurray
Across From UncleJeff's

Pi 161

C-HEVR 0 LET

glirai
F410

VIVI-COLOR —
COLOR
S,Y STEM

• 70-position "Click In
• Walnut finish on
plastic
• 17 Diagonal

UHF tuning
high impact

:•1 ... III
AFC '
r

Model
25PC3802K

Model
1 7AC 3602W

5-CYCLE BUILT-IN
DISHWASHER
Energy saver drying
option 2-level wash
action 3-way sound
control Full 10-year
warranty on PermaTut' tub and door
liner (Ask far
details )

E-Z Financing
Layaway Til
Christmas
Everything In
The Store
Reduced.
Too Many Items
To Mention.
Model GSD500D

Model JBSO3F

.1111t11:::,
•

MICROWAVE OVEN WITH
SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC
TOUCH CONTROLS
• Lama 1.4 Cu. ft. capacity • 10 power level settings • Defrost cycle • Hold timer feature • Cooks
fast by time • Handsome simulated wood grain cabinet • Black glass front

NOW
ONLY $288

II
a.

$ur

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

Jelly Cabinet 1125"
Microwave Cart960"

Cal
CUSTOM FRAMES...L7po
disploy of$995:
prints
by Heil Holland, Ken Holland and others.

model RE963

These Are Thanksgiving & Christmas Specials.
We Will Service Year Round

$169"
iese,

t

• DC restoration

Tilt-lock Cairod• surface units
Removable oven door Full-width
storage drawer

Unfinished Furnitues In Oak, Pin. and
Hardwood Which Includes:

Choir

•

wiih That
ossuins
011
G hi Pir
ar
parta
7Wani

BIG SCREEN
PORTABLE
COLOR TV

COLOR
MONITOR
AUTOMATIC
COLOR

UPSWEPT COOKTOP SMART STYLING
Rotary dials for precise heat control'

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

.5
5269

C
.,

Si

HOLIDAY SPECIALS

Tables

' We con remove stumps up '
to 24 below the ground.
435 4343 or 435 4319

WM ENOS
RANI MI

Come in during our Christmas Holiday Sole and see what
we hove to offer you. We have Byrde Crystal in over 70
different to choose from. We hove Oriental Items such as
Ginger Jars from $14.00 to $53.00, Vases, Plates Cups,
etc.

Gun Cabioot

KKK STUMP
REMOVAL

THANKSGIVING & CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

wea• eon
11...
emno *NI

azglitgragro

KM Conversion, 38,000 miles P.W. P.D.
Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Auto, 305 V-8, AM-FM
ICassette, C.B. Radio, Rally Wheels
.

BEL-AIR DECOR STORE

s299"

The committee is also
expected to take up at its
final meeting whether to
recommend changes in
the proposed makeup of
jails.

ave LiceThe Dickens

FLOWER SHOW
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -"A Trip to the Orient"
will be the theme of the 1984 Philadelphia Flower
Show, produced by the Pennsylvania Horticultural
Society. Several masters of ikebana, the art of
Japanese flower arranging, will present their ancient techniques at the show, to be held March 11-18
at the Philadelphia Civic Center. There will also be
lectures and demonstrations by bonsai masters and
the rare bonsai collection of the National Arboretum in Washington, D.C., will be displayed.

Roll Togo Dos&

The committee was
told that it would cost
another $36 million a year
to operate the jails, including the transportation and housing costs for
counties which opt to
have no jails.

. --„_-. .i
. ,. . :. . 4
.

i
1
Otto

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - The incumbent
on the Russellville City
Council won a coin toss
with his challenger Monday morning and will
keep his seat for another
two years.
Willie Hampton, who
has been on the council 12
years, and James Humphrey were tied with 702
votes each for the last
seat on the council after
the Nov.8 election.
"It's a difficult way to
lose an election," said
Humphrey.
A run-off election would
have been more fair, he
said, but also more expensive. "I'm just glad
we didn't have to use
pistols or duel."
Hampton, the longestserving member of the
council, said, "It seems
fair to me."

.t ,
.1.

sevvici
ON QUAUn
pARTs

Ed Logsdon, director Of
the County JudgeExecutive Association
and a member of the
study committee, said he
felt it would be better to
work the figure down
over several
Legislatures.
"It would be better for
ewerybody if we ease into
it and learn as we go,"
Logsdon said.

Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 EAST MAIN STREET

•••••••••••••••,.........

•••••

Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners 753-1586
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Have An
5111()
DOWNTOWN CHRIST
We Want You T
Shop Downtown M
This Year And Th
Bargains Prove I

Happy Holidays
From Your
Christmas
Headquarters
Watch For Our
Big After
Thanksgiving Sale!

•

rra
se

Santa Shops
Here...

A Selection Of
Framed Prints

ERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT STORE

1/
2 Price

20%

AN OLD FASHIONED DOWNTOWN CHRISTMA

Off Storewid

Blackford
House Gallery
753-8301

418 Main St.

h‘,

Do Your Christmas
Shopping With Us!
"We Have Unique Gifts, Gift Wrap
And Ship Daily By UPS."
Come In Today For Country
Christmas Gifts.
Open Sundays 1-5 Until Christmas

Ike,OnWU
Ra6Pbatui
The Court Square
Murray

753-0859

510

1. Corduroy Blazers

13. Wallets

2. Navy Blazers
•

kw

3. Camel Hair Blazers .. Now
4. Suits — Your Choice ..
5. Jordoche Jeans

$149"

'1"
5 14. Cologne
'16" 15. Knit ties

9. Basic V-Neck
Sweaters
3 Different Belts Ea.

'
8" &
'10"
Up

$000
10. Jordache Belt Sets....
& Up
16. Allyn St. George Gift Set
$2595 11. Travel Bag &
$1750
Cologne & Keychain
Matching Wallet
$1(195
Now
$700 17. Weeds Shoes
Now Va./
12. Tie Bars Lots of styles

20%

08

$1000

$149'

6. One Group Shirts

$700
I & Up

New Shipment Calvin Klein

Jackets & Vests
Dress & Sport

Shirts

20%
20%

V-Neck & Crewneck
Ott

Sweaters

25%

On

Pull Over Knit
on

Shirts
Dress & Comical/

on

Pants

$1495

1/3

-

SpacemakerTM Drip
Coffeemaker with
Automatic
lft
Clock Timer
Set automatic timer to
make coffee while you
sleep.. for coffee ready
when you awaken.
Reservoir is removable
for filling at the faucet.
Easy to install.

Gt.

25
grain finish
olystyrene

Corn,

MOUNTS UNDER CABINET...
SAVES COUNTERSPACE

off

brings
things
life.

eas
nes
sell
Ala
24 I
Pii

brs nog good things to I lie

/AM El1
act size to so
-to-read red LI
Fast and sloe
ng Wake-to-M ,
rn Sleep switcf
wake up syst
more.

Full-feature
desk or wall
mount phone

LADIES

TWO-YEAR
WARRANT/

One Group Separate

Blouses & Pants

Wall mount
adapter
included

One Group

3-5246

AM/
Big
Radi

2-9100 Almond cream color

Skirts

Quality that makes a difference. Rugged construction, quality components and full natural sound quality backed by Full
Two Year Warranty'. and prompt national service
•See details on package
Full Feature Telephone • versa-dial pushbutton pulse dialing with tone feedback • Night EinghtTu lighted keypad
• Busy number redial button • Ring 'R Silence liilo/Off control • Mute button • Extra long replaceable cord

One Group

Jeans
Colvin

Klein's

•2 ape
5" dyna
•Separ
'on air
With pus

Hang Ten

'34.95
I We Service What We Sell

Silver color
and black

"Oound
b Cam
ker system
lc woofer ai
te Bass Trel
direct from
hbutton rest

1twr I tor, I I ink 14o 1., n, rti I k,Int

For Gifts Big or Small,
Medium to Tall
We've Got It All At...

I

1.t

(rah,MIMI 626.211611
mut,

g

MURRAY APPLIA

T-ortt-ustin

Your General Electric D
212 EAST MAIN STREET

Howard

.95

10.

n"-.44.44
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HOLIDAY TRIMMERS
V.
All Ladies Jr
Fall & Winter

.11 Ladies

Jackets...1
/
2 on

AS

Sportswear .20% off

All Ladies Winter

20% ott

Coats
All Ladies
I

rray
se

20%

Blouses

off

All Ladies
Jr., Misses, Half Sizes
20% off
\Dresses
Jogging
Childrens
Table
One
20% off
Shoes

DOWNTOWN
SIftIPPLNG

CEIVIIER
*$\

Ade

—,v

All Men's Casual

All Boys

Shoes. . ..20% off

Knit
Sportshirts

All Men's Dress

Slacks.20%

off

20%
Support The
Downtown
Merchants

3

Sportcoats.20% off

OFF STOREWIDE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

*Lay-A-Way *Free Gift Wrapping
*Open Late Friday Night
*Open Sundays 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Until Christmas

2T-14

SUNDAY
BRUNCH
10:30 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

ih on

Workman

20% off

Jackets

Eggs
Bacon
Ham
Sausage
Biscuits
Gravy

Waffles
Muffins
Pancakes
French Toast
Fruit
Casseroles

All you can eat $3"
Under 10 $2"

111.1"
Ptil ‘11,si
510 Main St.

Across From The Bank of
Murray Where You Get
Quality Merchandise At
Reasonable Prices

Layaway Now For
Christmas
Free Gift Wrapping

01DVN1OWN SHOPI'iNt;('ENTER

ENTIRE STOCK

.6?

Monday Art; Saturday 'hi 8:30
Open Sunday 1:00 to 5:00

Rograor 26.00 to 120 00 Value,

20%

ENTIRE STOCK

SUITS
Roop.mor 71 00 no 220 00 Vowel

twor..\

OFF

AFTER

PINSTRIPE WOOL

NT$

Perfumed Cologie spray

THANKSGIVING

SUITS
lipulor 1 SO 00 vohooks

INTERLUDE®..
114color 14 00 Vanua

750

SALE

COATS

BUTTON DOWN
753-2975

4

Settle"

All Boy's Winter & Lightweight

DRESSES

ENJOY:

411)

Downtown

All Girls Size 5-14 yrs.

Jackets

GRAHAM Et JACKSON

Yrs 20% ott

Shop

For Men & Young Men

ONLY

SNAKE SKIN

NESS LEXIE•MOS•GROS
MSC• UNITS•FIXES •16111113
*Mir RI I311.11 Vibes

OXFORDS

BELTS
2 00'c 10

togular 17.00 lo 26.00 Values

tIK'4!

20% 40%

raliTrra'"""."
"
SPACE SAVER

TO

OFF

OFF

51011 SOME ITEMS MAY DI IN 1.IMJT0O QUANTITY

JUNIOR & MISSY

NATURALIZER®

LUXURIOUS LONG

ENTIRE STOCK

PANTS

BOOTS

MINK COATS

HANG TEN®

Repo. 2400 DO no 3600 JO 4o.,4,

Rogn.o/or 20 00 to 36 00 nloiLnes

t000lor 24 00'o 40 00 Volunos

brings
things
life.
7
Wo
on

/
1 3 OFF

25
d grain finish
olysty re ne

P4DOCAk1 STORE 0141,

i/AM Electronic Digital Clock Radio
e:
e
na
sett
Ala
24
Piu

kM/F1'
3ig
iadil

2 speE,
En dynari
▪ Separ
on air
A,,th pu

'

off

(01

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

Sportswear 8,
Dresses

All Men's Leather

Jackets . ...20%

&

2T-18 Yrs...20% off
All Girls

All Men's Suits &

vid

kpact elz• to say. nighttable space Full clock features. Features
"-to-read. red LED electronic time display Hi-lo adjustable bright.$ Fast and stow controls for time and alarm
ng Wake-to-Music or Music with delayed
rn Sleep switch and Snooz-Alarm' clock
'r wake up system Power failure indicator

-

'
39.95

more.

FMK STOCK

HATS
Rogow " 00 to 35 DC

$_1100
OFF

.

GE.We bring good things to life.

3 OFF
/
1

QUALITY SHOES BY

GREAT SELECTION

SOLID SHETUND

ENTIRE STOCK

CAPRI®

HANDBAGS

SWEATERS

UMBRELLAS

0o0co 16 00 90 30 00 Volvos

Regular 6 00 to 70 005.6,..

25%

OFF

Iongoior 20 00 1,22 OD Volvos

Regular 8 00 no 16 DO Voives

$100
%V
OFF

499TO 4999

UTILITY COATS

WARM PANTYHOSE

FAMOUS NAME

BIKIMS & BRIEFS

DRIVING GLOVES

MISTY HARBOR®

WINTERALLS®

PANTYHOSEPANTYHOSE99SE

Pam® Panties

ISOTONER®

Rogunar 3 SC Volvos

.
R•0
0 22 00 to 26 00 Vow,

toquicor 90 00,, 150 CO Values

GI A Pit It

ISOTONER CLOVES
3-S246

FREE

• &lye( color
- and black

tm
3ound
0 Cassette Recorder
ker system for big sound includes
ic woofer and Piezo tweeter
te BassiTreble controls • Record
direct from radio • Digital counter
hbutton reset • Record/Battery
level LED • Built-in
AFC on FM •Automatic Level Control

.95

\

YOU0
kirsTY MANOR

SCARVES & TIES

JEWELRY

ACCESSORIES

1/3
Off

riollei

A00.626.2000

NCE AND TV
'ealer In Murray
:ay & John Simmons Owners 753-1586

Off

FAMOUS NAME
Itopaor 1 00 to 74 DO Volvos

Sasmort

25-c/0
Roptior 6 00 5.11 00 56,

30%

WARM

WARM GIFT IDEA

SLEEPWEAR

ROBES

LEOTARDS & TIGHTS

SOCKS

DANSKINS®

llopolor 2 75 toll 50 Volvos

Rapier 6 95 to 04 00 nionuos

OFF

top* 10 00 Oio 70 00 Velem
•
AK -1-,

T01

BURLINGTON®

FINE OAVWEAR

All PLAYTEX*

LINGERIE

BRAS

Row* 350 to /0 00 vows

9(199 A(199
Lu To "10

SELECTED JEWELRY

MONET®
Ravi.. 10 DO no 55 00 Wets

.1"

--•••
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DOWNTOWN CHRISTMAS

111A
H.,
- 4111111
H
DOWNTOWN
SHOPPING
CENTER

AT SULLIVAN S— SAVE AT SULLIVAN'S- SAVE AT Sill I
IVAN'S-

7.6

An Old Fashioned
Downtown Christmas
Entire Stock

American
Gentlemen'
Men's

Lee Jeans
Ladies Reg. 25.00..
Ladies Reg. 31.00
Jr. Reg. 24.99-25.99 .

Dress Shoes

1/2

Now

Men's Reg. 19.99.

Price

Boy's Reg. 16.99
Student's Reg. 18.99 .

Black & Brown
Size 7Y2-12

16"
24"
1 999

6"
1 2"
1

1 588

Arrow® "Kent"

Dress Shirts

15
14Y2-17
Reg. $19.00

Men's Levi's®

Repeat Of A Sellout

ntire Stock Of Ladies

"Movin On
Jeans"

Ladies Garland®

Pant Coats

Sweaters
V-Neck and Crew Neck
Ideal For Monogramming
Reg. $18.00

Reg. $24.00 to $29.99

Now$

"I 988 $1288

Reg. $69.00- $79.00

$5900
To
$6900

Repeat Of A Sellout

Men's Arrow®

Ladies Vinyl

Palm Gloves
Black - Brown - Camel
Reg. $4.00

$288

RHYTHM ROBE

Sweaters

Reg. 20.00 to 22.00. Worm,
soft acrylic sweaters in solid
crew neck shetland looks, solid
V-neck Tournament® knits, or
novelty designs. Sizes S-M-L-

Ladies Levi's®

505 Jea

ns

For Jr's.
Reg. $25.99

L888
XL $1488 Now$168

Reopen your Sullivan's Charge Account and
receive a 20% discount on your First Charge
purchase Starting Nov. 17th thru Nov. 26th.
Open a new Revolving Charge account
OR and receive a 20% Courtesy
Discount on
your first purchase. A Sullivan Courtesy
— - extended to all new accounts!

LITA
ET
N:P‘
5

S

>

P4
S111111'111SI:

FREE
GIFT
WRAPPING

ullivan's 753-3614
9:30-5:00
VISA
Mon.-Sat. V

tn AT SULLIVAN'S— SAVE AT SULLIVAN'S—SAVE AT SULLIVAN'S—'

MADEMOISELLE'S

ENTIRE
STOCK
LADIES
SUITS
% to/
1
2 Off

Ultra Suedes
20% OFF
1 Group Wool Sportsweor
/
1 3 OFF
Wool Skirts
Y3 OFF
I Group Sportswear
Y2 OFF
1 Group Sweaters
/
1 3 OF
1 Group Hand Bags
Y2 OFF

Because of a model change
we bring you an incredible
opportunity to buy famous
Sealy Posturepedic bedding
and Save Fifty Percent
If you don't mind sleeping on a 1983 model(and who
would know but you) we'll save you plenty on Sealy's best! We
must clear our floors for new models coming in. And you benefit
with close-out prices that will soon be history! These are famous
Posturepedics that promise no morning backache from sleeping on
a too-soh mattress. Hurry for best selection!

,NVAITMSIV 3AVS -S,NVAITUIS IV 3AVS -S,NVAI11rlS IV 3AVS -SMVA11111S IV 3AVS -S,NVA11111S IV
MV.

4/ •

On

-

• -•

•••

1

WIT

or

TOY.*

